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ABSTRACT
This paper is essentially an interpretive review of

the literature on accountability as related to instructional programs
in higher education. It is directed toward academic administrators,
although others in higher education may find it useful.
Accountability was treated as an essential set of transactions
present in every relationship involving two or more individuals or
agencies where: (1) there are expectations regarding performance, (2)

those involved cannot remain in continucius.proximity, and (3) at

least one of those involized has the inclination and capapility of
influencing the behavior of one or more of the others. It was assumed
that accountability is already functioning in all existing
institutions and that it would probably be more congenial and
productive if improvements could be made in those activities
'involving: (1) establishing and clarifying expectations, (2)
obtaining and disseminating quality information, and (3) making
adaptive responses. A review of current conditions regarding
accountability in relation to underg.caduate instruction would on the
surface suggest that almost any change would be an improvement,
proposed changes must be evaluated in terms of the threat posed to
institutional autonomy and academic freedom. (Author)
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ABSTRACT

I his pswer is essent.alty a! interpretive rey,ew of the hte'atiOe
related to instructional proglains in higher cclac'.at,on It is ditched acadeir
idnitinstranirs, aithough others II/ higher education hind it nsetui

heI6 'OM! US11,11 and disagreement about the concept tit -ac4coantability dcmoi,,,,ratc

1.1 the literature Many persons perceive it tit he a systeni'ot obligator, ind

accounting io he impo,ed on colleges and uniersii.es by other agencies and oa tacultics
members of an administrative hierarchy, ;Some contuse it with otldr concepts, e
evaluation or accreditation In higher._ education accountability has developed witho'n
thorough examination and wilhout systematic eltort to improve its ,fhibility

Accountability was treated as an essential set of transactions present in ever',

rerationship invoking two or more individuals or agencies where i 1 there ate expectation,
tegaiding pertoriname, ( 2) those uisolved cannot remain in Continuous provnlit. and (3,
least one of those involved has the inclination and capability oh influencing the hchaY,or
one of more of the others, It was assumed that accountability Is already tun.Thoumg )ti all
existing institutions and that it would probably he more congenial and prod:fictive it

inlprovements could he i.lade in those activities involving 11 establishing and clarity Itie
c\pectations, (2) obtaining and disseminating qualay inhumation., and (3) making adapto..:
responses

W title a review of current conditions regarding accountability in relation to

undergraduate instruction would on the surface suggest that almost any change would be an
imru proposed change, must he evaluated in terms of the threat posed to
vistitutional autoriomy and faculty academic freedom While academics traditionally have
traded autonomy for other beiiefus, and while its value varies greatly from school to school
and one geographic Area to another, academic freedom is almost universally regarded by
academics as the most highly valued of all educational goals ftus suggests that any changes
in accountability that can be shown to improve academic I reedom should Jinja high de2.ree
o. colts support
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INTRODUCTION

itcountahility iii higher education has existed as lung as higher education itself
Colleges and universities have been accounoble for such obligations as providing services to
oilier. agencies of society, expanding the frontiers- of knowledge. meeting standdds
established by accrediting agencies. tianung graduates to meet certanonmpower needs. and
for stewardship of resouftes approprjatedby legislatures. Pmfesstgs have been aLcoptitable
for planning.instruction. meeting Classes, issigning educational activities to studentx,
measuring ix:Von:lance, and awarding grades.

very tent years accountability has apparently acquired either new meaning o1 .

different emphasis. In the literature-of grofessional educationand in messages directed to
the general public. the tens Is us.C.d as though it describes a rtvw phenomenon
accountability, as ;t word. is employed in so many contexts and as a descriptor for so many
,Ictlylue,, that. as Glass ( 1972) observes. "The term drips with excess meaning (p. 636)

fins report I-, an interpretwe'summary of the literature on account:Milli), as n relates-to
instruction in American colleges and universities. It is addressed to a specific audience
wadeimc adammistratOrs in titileges and universities offering four-year prograMs
undergraduate education. Its purpose are to

s

t a) orient die audience to Current thinking regarding accountability,

ft) oivtramte toward more effeciie disossum...:discourse find debate iegardihg
aci_ountability

te) provide the audience wit fTryinde to the iiteatute of accountability'.

t di describe some feasible , Tioaclies to:opium/Mg accountability

the liitit,21 aaptei of this report. the 1.0cabulaly employed in cumin-mine:mug about
oistru,i,onal a,,. :ounl,!b!lit is ihsoissed. Attet the current definitions. models and tools Ut

i hate been Oplored, pal adunn is presented tinough wrndi rnetional
hiLiher education !;:an be exalt-fined. The teidew !di the seLonil chapici

, rue identification and examination of ban tersto improving accountability and on
dissus.aon of ways in wind) dose barrio's might be broached. Implications of the paradigm

tor administ rat ie potence are discussed in the final chapter

Ilse readei should i,,ne that this interpretic summary contains very little that is based
on expeijincrinition` is I lougsli 970) points out. there is undoubtedly some relationship
between failure to provide an acx.vable understanding of what education has done and. Is
doing and the uict that only 22 percent of the total budget for education has been spent on
edrytional research Fritin an examination of thelg.eratute. it soon becomes appaient that.
the amount of institutional resources spent lot impioing eithei interna, in external
aLcountability must be negligible the sultgestions that ate made throughout the report Ind
ths app oodles deoilied in the final chap:er. es based on the writer's interpretations of the
,Thseivat101s, nidgments. and opinions of 2iown/v(1 and e\ pencriced individuals Almost
nothing in this report that Lan be Lowortied to Lonstittite retomme,miation be traded
to the tondings of exptpmental research

$
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CHAPTER I

PERCEPTIONS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Definitions of Accountability

Accountability is employed in the literature in a variety of
ways The multiplicity of ways the term has been used has led
Nlkin (1972) to suggest that simple description of the is

not possible When Glass (1972),.desenbes accountability as
anOther term education that is permeated with "resounding,
vacuities" (p. 6,1(i), he seems to bt.' implying that. unless some
commonality of meaning can be ascribed to in accountability
will soon become th dysfunctional term 'in Nut:atonal
communication.

4. The Center for Iiistructio,mf Research and Curriculum
1.valuation (1971) states that "Full accountability depends on
people agreeing about what the goals are and oh people
knowing t he progress toward these goals" (o.p.). Barro (1970.
p. 196) suggests the basic idea conveyed by the- concept
"... is that school systems and sciniols,or more precisely, the
professional educators who operate them, should be held

esponsible for educational outcomes- -for what children
leam." Wildaysky (1970. P, 213) says hold aomeone
accountable is to assess how well he is performing." Stake
( 1973, p. 1) say s.

Accountability, in a strict sense, means to have, -
good records- and to make actions 'open-to-view.
Strictly speaking.' an accountable school ,s one that
(1) discloses its activities, ( 2) makes good on staff
promises, (3) 'assigns ;tall responsibility for each %ired
of publicConcein, and (4) monitors its teaching and
learning, Some spokesman extend the definition of
the accountable" school to (5) one that gathers
cvidence of making good on public expectations, (6)'
one that thionglivesearch discoversrLte of
ire and weakness, and (7) one that prudes
osi flee t ivene ss :nfor mat on on alternative

progranis. The extended detmition is one that
,,churl can stave to live by. but one that because of
iwr inability to measure these things no school can
presentl 10111. The lesser definition is a realistic

To Alkni (1972, p. 2) "Accountability, is a negotiated
relationshiti in which the participants agree in advance to
accept specified rewards and costs on the basis of evaluation
findings as to the attainment of specified ends." This
perception of accountability.as part of an ecohomic agreement

I

1

lir exchange of information, as in an act of commerce, seems
to fit the model suggested by Glass (1972), "The simple
economic relationship of vendor and buyer pis the piopet -
paradigm for analyzing educational accountability. An
accountable relationship between seller and buyer involves
three elmients. (1) disclosure concerning the product
service being sold, (2) product or performance. testing, (3)
redress in the &vent of false disclosure or poor performance.'
(p. 636).

t least four writers perceive accountability primarily as a
management concept. Lieberman (1970, p.194) writes that,
"At a common sense level, there is accountability when
resources ant efforts are related to results nn ways that are
useful for policy making, resource allocation, or
compensation. Lopez (1970, p. 23 i) takes the position that,

Accountability refers to the process of expecting
each member of an organization to answer to
someone for./ doing specific things according ,to

spectfic plans and, against certain timetables to

accomplish tangible pefformance results. It assumes
that everyone who joins an organization dogs so
presumably to help, in the achievement of its
purposes, it assuni s that individual behavior which
contributes to these purposes is functional and that
which. does not is dysfunctional. Accountability is

intended, thetefore, to insure that the behavior of
every member of an organization is largely functional.

flyer ( 1971 p 4) describes accountability as ". . a

management concept or policy. It involves, agreeing upon
objedive, deciding upon the input toiclueve the objectives,
and measuring the output to see the degree to which the
objectives have been reached. In even simpler terms,we must
decide what we are going to do. do it. and then prove we have
don Y itand perhaps how well we have done it Roucehe, et
al. (1971), have a two.pait management oriented definition
that suggests accounting both external and internal to the
institution, an obligation of the college to answer' to its
constituency for carrying out delegated responsibilities1 the
oblightion of members of the college to produce and account
foi results, in terms of objectives or assignments Which have
been delegated-4p 23),

Lessinger (1970a). who is credited with stimulating the
cuireut interest of educators na iii.countanilityiscribes



%alloy of meanings to the _concept depending on the
immediale anS'Wp to-the question. ". , who is acctiuntable to.
w horn'. (pp. 107117) Perhaps` ins clearest statement
regarding the term is.

Accountability is-the product of a process. At its
most basic level, it means that an a(!ent. public or
private, entering into d contr'actual 'agreement to
perforNi a service will be held answerable for
performihg according to agreed upon terms,;NIthin an
established tithe period, and with a stipulated use of
resources and performance standards. This definition
of accountability requires, that the parties to the
contracOleep clear and complele records and that
this information he available for outside review. li
also suggests penaltie's and rewards, accountability
without redress or incentive is mere rhetoric" (1970b,
p. 217).

Neff, Rands, and Lopez perceive the concept
responsibility as closely linked to that of accountability but
attempt to make a useful 'distinction between them. Neff.
(1969, p. 14) proposes:

... that 'responsibility' be used to refer only to the
voluntary assumption of an obligation, while
'accountability' he used to iefei to the legal liability
assigned to the performance ul nonperftirmance of
certain acts or duties.

Rands (1971 p. 1) indicates

['here arkat least o kinds of accountabildy . There
is that which is akin ) a sense of responsibility and
derives from an inte nal desne or commitment. This
kind of accountability is impervious to outside

persuasion and pressure. Indeed, it makes such
external persuasion totally irrelevant and
unnecessary. The other kind of accountability is that
winch is akin to expectations and derives from an
exteraal demand. This kmd'of accountability is set by
others and is based on their expectations. This kind
of accountability depends ..on external pressure and
persuasion to make it functidnal_

Lopez' (1970, p. 23i) says, 'Accountability is to he
distinguished frOm r4onsibdity by the fact that the latter
an essential component of authority winch cannot be

delegated."

Mortimei (1972), focusing on higher education, has
attempted to analyze a -variety of interpretations of the
a ccotintabiltt.y concept He perceives confusion aliptit
ai-colintabthty m highei education as developing how three

.
.zD

of

es

interpretation contributes to unticistandaig the tn,t and i,,
Of these concerns, but obfuscates the distinction" bow ecii
evaluation an d ctiontability by failing _to explicate
mifficiently the ctince.pt of cAaltiation Sine each concept
the object of a allet} of perception, and misperceptions. the
mast. of pm\ 'ding peispictu4y Was a formidable one

Mortimer does intilit! a usclul Istanction betWcen external
at.countabllt v and internal- at., 'llilialT11111, In his %iew

external accou Milo% in- Wives accountii4[10 ,t)ticty and it,
-

4 instItutio9,,, the executive brech of government, state

legislators. and courts and law enforcement agencies. Internal
iiccovting, is concerned with issues set control, authotaty
nianagemeno.goNernance:: goal setting. intutntati0U pioce,sing.
and evaluation.

Models'of Accountability
1

Current emphasis iii the literature seems to s iggest that
both internal andlexternal institictional- aceOtinta ity should
foes on outputs although the Carnegie Conn io) ssn Report
(Aprill,i1 971). written doling the peak of concern
accountability iii higher edut anon, only identified a single
obligation to be imposed by public sigericies'upon colleges and
universities that could be consideied an outuome 'elated to
student attributes'. institutions are to develop programs

iesponsive to certain manpower yeds(ei.\ medicine).

Alkin (1972) suggests that it is oversimpstie to insist on
the unithmensional weww' that personnel \m educational
institutions are accountable or they are not. Ile perceives
different people may have different-primary obligations- anti
that. they perfoun these obligations to d;ffere-nt degrce.s of
proficiency: Glass (1972) suggests that accountability should
take.place ulat least five areas. (1) curriculum. (2) student
growth and well hem,* (3) personnel, (4) finances, and (5)
legality 'Dyer (1970) advises attending fo four groups of
variables. (1) input. (2) output. (3) sulaounding coiditions.
and (4) educational pgicesses.

Almost ail model kale's indicate that instructional
accounting must be concerned with the extent that students
are changed ducinig their exposure to Lertani educational
contexts. If a,pr_?3"ilt-ti.on in del of education IN enyloycd
(Figure I, Blown. 1970,4p. 3
as entering students, plus whine er attributes they possess, ind
output is peicelved as the same student phis% whatever

attributes they possess, at the time they exit from a program.
The model is appropriate in cons)deong ume,spent in a

particulai course, or in the entire educational 'impair' of an
instaition. Obviousiy it is extremely difficult to detecinine the

them input may be peiceivcd
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exten I of change t.ontriblited by any tiarticular 'elementof the

environment during a student's sojourn in college. Thus
difficult to .specify what isNexpected of a given professor a
impossible to determine wlit or what led to the success or
lath:Le of a given student or class. Obligations cannot be
aflixed. nor outputs attributed.

Input: Value of Output: Value of
-''Goods in Process" Environment: v.- . "Goods in Process."

when received by The Vro3uctA when shipped out

iugher 'education Pliy,...ess by higher education
-4

. . . a

Input s ti the envuomlent to become
output c blyxtree-444gglier, education is to. add

, ,.,.
value to the input (students). as it passes through the
environment (college). .

ivigure 1. The Simple Model

Both' Brown (1970) and Dyer (1.970) have posited 'the
development. of indices that would refledt tht -extent aii

educational program has. produced change in students. In a
very rougliAvay these indices may be compared to such
economic concepts as Consumer Pi ice Index.

Economic models. ma which the aiput-process-output
model was derived. are ,usually concerned with whether the
value Aidded its (die net value of output equals the.gross
value of output min is the gross value of input. Brown, (1970).

kV orth the ca of the envnonment (production process) to
obtain it. Su 11 decisions require value judgments about the
worth of e 'output goal and indicator of it. These values wall
al), froM_ person to person and group to gr. 'ip and, may

,41.inge over time. The Delplu icaniques descalbeo li.:er in this
er, and surveying with instruments such as developed by

40:Peterson (1973) and Gross 1971), seem to offer the best
foe processing value judgments. although see a

/position paper b} Gage ( 970a1... and an instrument by

Downey, et al. (1958). .

Educational economists are also concerned w ;tit problems
of effectiveness (outputs obtained for a certain expenditure, of
i:eloprces) and with efficienty (relative cost of obtaining
certain outputs).

iF

In his model for educational management, Kaufman
(1971) presents the position that the primary ,task of all
educators is the management of learning. He argues that the

Aeducatiolfal process can bs managed in such a manner that
data need's for, internal decision makingInd information fu-
disclosures are generated 'as. systemaric'all} as possible with a
"proper perspective fn 'alues and valuing" (p 21). To
Kaufman those who manage learning in a systematic way have
an integrated system for improving evaluation and for
answering demands for accountability.

fi , -

The learning inanagenient could be conceived as

being the planning., organizing, dsi,,;-ning.
implementing and evaluating of learning situations
and outcomes. and- making requirgd continuing
revisions to assure ongoing relevancyanod practicality.

11 is an accountability process. (p.

This perception is not necessarily shared b} college and
university professors. only a small percentage of whom have
any trashing in teaching,or "learning management."

The six steps of Kaufman's educational process model are
shown in Figure 2. Five of the steps are shown within. the
boxes. The sixth step is represented by the broken line. Nine
of the tools currently used are shown in the figure "... as
providing rational and realistic ways of .ikirprovhig the

educational product" (p. 23).

T
'1) ,
e)

CV
C.)

1.0
Identify.
Problem

(From Needs)

Defermine
Solution

Requirements and
Alternatives

3.0

Select. ,
Solution

Strategies aild
Tools

4.0
Implement

5.0
Determine

Performance
Effectiveness

0
0

E-

I

N 1. Needs
Assessment

ts I

1

2. System Analysis 4. PPBS
. 3. Behavioral 5. Method Mean

' Objectives Selection
6. System Analysis

1
Li

7. Network-Based 8. Tossing and
Management Tools Assessment
(PERT, CPM) 9. Audit

Figure 2

titen from Kaufman's Educational Management Model
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Tools of Accountability

,..klasr( 1972) and Hy er (1971) point out that there are
many systems Libeled ffaccount ability" that might he better'
considered as tools or aids in accountability rather than as
models. They ate usually effective in examining or-
contubtimg lo one or more of the basic elements of
accciuntability but fad to acount adequately for all or it
sufficient number othem. Occasioniilly educatois attempt to
employ them as substitutes foi 'accountability,. Kaufwan
(1971) and tlyer (.1971) art: explicit that these 'have
then 4_)jn right,. but are best perceived as tools that make
accounting and evaluating

. Output Analysis
Acci-edit alto!)

3. Planning. Programming, Budgeting Systems (PPBS)
4. Measurable Performance Objectives' (MPO)

Behavioral Statements of instructional Objectives
5. Education Vouchers
6. Performance.C'ontracts
7. Needs Assessment .

8, Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) and
Critical Pilth Method (CPM)
Systems Analysis

10. Certification
11. Methods Means Selection Techniques
P. Turnkey Arrangements .

13. Achievement Testing: particularly if Criterion
Referenced and including National Assessment

14. Independent Education Accomplishment Audit
(IEAA)

15., Management Support Groups
16. Performance Incentives or Merit Pay
17. Effectiveness Indices or Instructional Cost Indices
18. Instructional Engineering
194.4 Charters of Actountability
20. Competency-Based Training
21. Management By Objeckives (MBO)
22. Information Management' Systems and Management

4 Information Systems (may he computerized)
23. Faculty Activity Analysis

Not all of these tools will be perceived as useful in College
instrtional accounting. but must of them have been used in
stine fo=rm at some tune in some institution of higher
educaton. 111 a sense even education vouchers have been
employ ed. e.g., veteran's education legislation has pet mitted
ex -drift try perstins to eaten the schools where they can gain
admittance and to miler pay tuition from an allotment or
through direct government payment.

or

9.

Most of these tools are discussed to some extent in out cif the following
sources , t I) Phi Delta Kappan, 1970,52(4). t 211:cltesporthl Technology.
January, 1971,11(1): (3)Audiovisual Inctruetion. 1971,160).

4

As vi oh the v C.11144 ! so 10 be with
accdinitability, . everyone talks about it. bill If11 One 4100
.111\ dung about it The leant Is used to define acnY ay .

process. .1 moral condition. .1 retain:I:ship and a niniagoneni
tool. Hiercture, Lt seems prestimpto-u, to at te.mpt to in act
the chaos. Rather than attempt another definition, Hi this
report Sccountabdity Y ill be des,iibed iv kilns of just
components that seem to lequile at l'101011 is to he
unproved.

A Paradigm for Examining Accountability

Co fultlr the majoiThirposes of this report it was
necessary to aecommodate to two conditions tegaiding the
lite/inure oh accountability. (1) the plethora of definitions
and the general confusion regarding the Illt2.111Ing of
accountability, (2) the paucity 01 experimental data leading to
clafifIC.rtion of the concept 4)1 to descoptions of feasible
procedures for improving it. particularly at the college and the
university levels. This has been accomplished by developing a
description of accountability that both contributes to the
major purposes and serves as the framework for on:am/Aug Ilk
remliinder of the report.

In this report accountability will be treated as an e,,sentia!
condition. a set of transactions. associated with every

relationship involving two on more individuals or agencies
where:

4:

I. there are expectations regarding performance.

there. is spatial oi tempoial separation
discontinuous contacts of those involved.

3.* at least one of the individuals or agencies has the
inclination' and capability of influencing either or
both .t lie expectations and performance of one or
more of the others.

These circumstances describe a relationship ni 4.4:11..ich the

transacticas are contractual or obligatory in nature. The
expectations may be in-nhed or tangible: ambiguous oi
articulate. negotiated. at bitrated. of imposed. The sepatation
of the participants require:, .1 spwal means of ).onitutinic Won,
an accounting. An account is characterized by its content.
which is focused on information legal-ding expectaliork ,roll
performance. This information will tat} in its ._oncre tenes,
objectivity, validity, adequacy ,, purity and usefulness
Inch\ aluals.and agencies will vary in their abilities to identify ,
e oft eey process, distribute, interpret. judge, and apply

information. They will also fluctuate in their inclination and
capability to influence others. In a viable eontrletual
relationship, ittempts to influence others should he seen as a



1-1111SeqUence of the accounts proided. Consequences 111,1) Of
may ow be .functional, pUnitive, adaptive. reinforcing. etc.
These consequences' themselves become part of the history of
the relationship and influence new expectirtions,,the extent.
type. an4 exchange of information, the reliance on
mformation,and subsequent consequences.

Whei1 viewed in this light. accountability 1s the
transactional sine gild ton of a contractual relationship. It
cannot bF introdUced "sifter -the- fact." It can be demonstratNI
and maintained. It can be .uproved. It can be ignorell only at
the riski of creating a relationship in %illicit actions are crisis
oriented` Frequent crisis resp,ont,es over time to weaked
the relationship and create conditions for failure.

It t1115 assumed that, for better or worse, accountability is
already functioning in all existing colleges and uniersitic and
that it would p.obably be snore productive if improvementst
could be made in those- activities. retard! to the basic

'characteristics of the rePationship in which accounting iS
"necessary. That is. miptovement is needed in:

1. Establishing and Clarifying Expectations. Throughout
the literafurc there are discussiotts relative, to
obligations, duties, responsibilities. strategies.
transactions, intentions. products. inputs and
outputs. 1t is obvious -that 'theoretically and
practic,iillw:iiere is very little agreement as to what
people within institutions of higher education expect
of each other, or what agreements have been reached
between Colleges md:other social agencies. While
little is known about what various people expect, less
is known about the -valiaity of those expectations.

-5

Included here is who:rim:Hy about what ,Atibtlititc., a
Justifiable request for accounting.

2. Obtaining and Disseminating Quality. informatiOn.
Whilc,decision theory would suggest that information
should reduce-uncartaluty in decision making, this
priliciple does not `SCL4111 OtOIOUS colic-Lies and -

ccountabilny suggests
an clLpRitlf1114,j

- But the basic question of aceOunialmlity still ECJI 1111N

the- key to-mtproving the relatatship, "Why expccts'
whom to do what?" The -aii..sWef. or answtis,
require(;) some attention to It paid Ist content.
quality and tintelinas of !dui:upon. and *,Nr,ocedures
for its exchange.; Instructions) accountability in

higher education will require that inform be

.obtained through "dci.cptable" proceaures),,1
assessment.

univeisittes. The ;very tern
informationson!! long of mlormation

.

3. Making Adaptive Responses. In ,lieory- at least,
information should- lead to. (I) clarifictation,
maintenance, change, or termination of the

relationship of the agents. or agencies (21
one or. all of the. parties involved changing their
respective expectations or 'operalions. and (3) some
difference in output from either the individuals. the
agencies. -or the institution.. That is. th/e -final..
consequences of accountability should be

claXificatioii, restitution, compensation, reward,'
corre4ion. redress. mottLication. or retribution.

Each of these elements is suggested as requiring attention
if-accountability is to be viable.

0
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CHAPTER II

IMPROVING ACCOUNTABILITY

It is proposed ,that accountability would probably be
more productive

.f
ilnprovethents could be made ill; (1)

establishing and clarifying" expectations; '(2) obtaining-and
disseminating quality information, and (3) making adaptive
responses. In this charter each of these elements is examined
in terms of: CI) barriers within it that may inhibit viable
accountability and (2) feasible approaches to alleviating those
barriers.

,

Establishing and Clarifyieig Expectations .

It is difficult to establish expectations for either colleges
or individual professors because of the plurality and
hetproacnity of the people involved:Expectations for a colic&
are usually expressed as statements of goals or objectives:.
Brand) says, "Higher education is'maiy things to many people:
it is intpossible to compile. a gelkonsistent, yet complete list
of the goals of a university." (1970, p. 85) Tollett's (1970)

in also implies that universities just may be trying to
aNiieve inc4mpatible goals. Yet Hind (1971) thinks both

-individual_ and group. goals can be accommodated, although
they must be in harmony.

It is difficult to determine the extent or type of goal
dis;:rercies because what is reported or what can be
observed is not always accurate There is a-positioillexpressed
that- the university should actually encourage diversity of

_goals, e.g.. Brandt (1970) says, "a university is designed not for
reconciling conflicts, but for permitting them ... there is no
agreement on its product (p. 87). The -study by Gross
i1971) would suggest that there is less disagreement among
staff tueuibeis and schools about institutional goals than there
is difference in emphasis placed on them. This cipidion is
suppor ft(' by Brown (1970),

All values "shoulditot be incorporated into the goals of a
However. this opinioreof a vdriety of constituencies

most he considered if. external accountability is to be
improved. Lack of such 'information reduces the ability of the
college,to act responsibly, either in its own self interest or that
of society.'

Peterso,h(1973) found the local citizenry of California to
be out /of sympathy"; with what they perceived some campuses
to be doilfg\ partieulerly,in terms of those process gods seen
by most aeadkt>w's' requisite for

Pt.
a
t
viable institution, e.g.,

free\om. FoweVer,, he suggested that, Lay people ... can

A.

t . .

understand and will accept. institutional ;foals V campus
I officials will make .theleffort tcommunipte" (p. 173). !le-

...

recommended that:
o..

--"" .-.,..

... the- public arlarge.deseryes" to be informed about
performance If done openly and imaginatively;
such wtdering of account ,could lead beyond
understanding and confidence' .on the part of the
public to toed active support for many of the
objectives and ideals the state's .collyges and
universities may wish to wOrk toward in the years
ahead (R. 173).

Using Published Goal Statements, to identify and
Prioritize-What is Expected of a College-.,

Institutional goals Wray be-used on a campus to. I I ) serve
as a basis for polley(2Yaet as genet al decision guides, (3) aid
in planning, (4) help establish- a mmagement ink mateA
system, (5) guide institutional evaluation, and (6) implement
accountability (Peterson, 1971). The list,,,ts not ,exhausttve.
InstitutiOnal goal statements -may give; some valid indications,-
of the hopes-, a§pirations, -add philosophies of those who
frimed them. However, it is rare that these statements arc so

naseal th n, t'he extent of then ailainment could be reliably
*.seSsed,

Rat het titan investing, faculty -le:sources in dc7eloping a
statement of 'goals, it may be more feasible to take some
existing statements'of seats, add some statements it tiny seeln.
needed, and engage faculty's efforts in praintoic t1;eirt
Similar procedures, employed by both Gross (1971i and
Peterson (1973), requited respondents to indwate both how
they saw a prestated goal as being achieved, and the extent
they would fike it to be achieved: The -results therefore
piuvided an indication both of goal achievement and of
discrepancies that might suggest needs __;requiring sonic
at tention and commitment- of dutees-..;-,Ilite WWI
(Lawrence, et al,, 1970, p 112-113) semmar 'n_the otifputs
higher education resulted in a list of variable s ( f 61----r nevC
purposes only") considered to be outputs of fitghei education .
and that, therefore, can be treated as goals A source for
measuring each output was also alentifled., .

These three statements of e,ducatiodal gas have a

communality that holds particular relevance to accduntability.
All statements include both the consegnenceS, the,P1sulls of

6



activities and 'conditions, and the activities or conditions
tiler selves. Gross classi-hedhis forty-seven goahstatements as.
l), output goals, (2) adaptation goals, (3). management goals,

(41- motivation goals, and 45) position-al g_oals':"Seterson
separated his'ninety goal statements i o two.categories: (I)
oOcome goals, and (2) process goals. ICHE ended bp-with
forty...ilk- variables under the headings: (1)., instructional
outputs, institutional 'environment outputs, (3) research
outputs, and 'cl)' public service outputs. While some persons
may view 'aeccuntability. as ':focusing on end results, the
expectations fa some individuals or agencies`, and some
expectations regarding'the instituionitself, obviously Include
the "acts and circumstances that help achieve tliose results. It
appearp- those concerned about accountability in higher
education have accepted the reality of obligations related to
both means and _tads.

;

In the same,WICHE Conference, brown (197Q) also cited
twentybrosil goals *of higher education and listed' forty
suggested measures tor assessing them. While these measures
are rather (gross, Brown suggists that, "The realistic choice is
between "no measures" (subjective judgments) and "imperfect
pnixies" (r. "1. BY providing alternative measures for each
consensus goat, he enables the user to employ measures for.
which the user has or can obtain data that are acceptable or
agreeable to him. Furthermore he adiocates that if the best
measure isn't possible, the next best should be resortea to.
Unfortunately, inst itions sometimes settle for -pr xies that
are so lei ote from what could be considered "b t" that
information generaled from ,their use is almost worth) ss. The
Higher Education Measurement and Evaluation Kit, prepared.
by the staff of the Higher Education Evaluation Program
( 1972) may be the most complete and systematically
developed set of instruments for assessing colleges and
universities. The Kit contains measures of: (1) student
d eveltipment,' progress, and attainment: (2) educational
piocesses mid contexts, (3) the student bi ly, and '(4)
teaaher/cours'e 7,

The/chief administrator at a college or university should '
assume- the initiative for seeing that reasonable expectations
for (lie institution are defined. The Carnegie Commission
Report (April, 1971) provides 'guidelines establishing
"appropriate limits of influence and control" (p. 105) of,
public agencies over colleg s and universities. Such guidelines
may be useful in dec types of responses should be
.made to sonic requests' r information, but the
recommendations themselves ge t!rally suggest returning to ii

relationship between colleges and universities and other
agencies of society that is not currently, and may never have
been, realistic except for the very largest state institutions..

--Failure by the executive administrators of a college or
university to establish procedures for explicating those things

i the ution can be expected to do implies that they will be

established by default: When institutions of indu iduals,do not
disclose their instructional intents, (hey have to he

inferred. Such inferences may be .liess systematic and ;less
quoIified than if the college administration had assumed the
initiative. Both institutional autonomy and faculty freedom
are threatened by, the president who leaves the ireti-tution at
the mercy the subjective and unsystematic attacks of those
within andexternal to the collrige or university who have no

'basis but their own inferences upon which to make judgments
about what the college can be expected to do. State

, coordinating and budgeting agencies sometimes are better
prepared than the college or university agents to inalc'e such
judgments since they may have a broader basis for compariscp.
Glenny (1970) perceives some type of coordinating agency t.
essential to statewide planning in higher education. One.reason
is that coordinating agency personnel usually have more
credibility with legislators who must appropriate funds than
do representatives from andividpal institirilons. Some college
administrators have deliberately established `)programs
disclosure and have found their credibility -(o increase to the
benefit of their "institutions.

'Clarifying Expectations 'Regarding Professors'
Obligations toinstruction

'In kome ways it seems easier to clarify what is expected of
an institution than what is expected. of its stei11.,13"erhaps this is
because there is . detachm'ent about obligating an organization
to do 'csoinething. If an organization failst td meet the
expectations of its clients and patrons the consequences seem
more imper.-,onal. for everyone involved. Instructional
accountability with: a college is extremely personal. At the
molecular Itivel it focuses on the expectations oth rs have of
individual' professors. While it probably the -. dents who
have been most instrumental in 1-Iiiging`about the pressure for
instructional ace:mittability (Trent and Cohen, (1973). the
expectations concerning teaching behaviors still are largely
established by Professors (Hind, 1971; Gross, 1901). The
impetus for getting adaptive faculty response ,to, student
demands or to pressure from other individuals or agencies will
probably have to derive from the administrative. structure. As
Hind (1971) comments, "Everyone wants change and waits for
someone else to do something" (p. 286).

Expectations between/among agents or agencies within a

single institution establish the framework for internal
accountability. Sdme of,these are expressed overtly in faculty
cod.- s and handbooks published at the institution of
employment. Many expectations can be 'denied as part of
traditional activities accontanying a paiticular title or
position, a kind of assumed and-unwritten job descuptlyi.k.
This suggests that assuming responsibility for an assignmenl
may result in obligations about which one was pot acuity.

7



oak

'one of these are very convert and unique to a particular
institutional -context.

Both institutions an their professors value the freedom'
to voluntarily assume responsibilities rather than having
obligations imposed on them by,. others. However, the°
unpression is given that professors perceive the system within
higher education as functioning adequately in the best
Interests of their clients and patrons and that issues of
imiructionat accountability are .to be restricted to those very
few instances involving legal obligations. The use of
negotiators and negotialions as a means of develophig;
conditions for appointment or contract is.itself testimiinial to
support the_Issumption that there is not sufficient' consensus
regarding wlfarpnifessors ale expected to do.

which there 'are expectations. th'elless is III that
instructarnal performance. or any ether sirtgle---cask
emphasized. 4)v.tnall, prolessdrs are apt toy tie evaluated

ci principally on rcscaich and \service although sti.ble (1971)
i be s teaching as "the principal activity of most

professors" (p. 4). file goes on to suggest that if teaching wak
just accepted as important, must of the vagueness surrounding
obligatio4s related to it wsuld lessen. Hind (1971) reports that
professors think teaching should play a more important role in

'determining university rewards, but they also know that it
doesn't, and they go along with the existing reward system.
There are few obligations related 'to teachm§,, little expec tett.
Hacquart (1967 in a review of methods of recruitment in
selected universities throughout tte world, concluded that_
thtfy pay almost no attention to Leaching ability and tht it is
really not if ftictor in faculty selection.

1971) suggeSt
that, as it is currently perceived:instructional accountability
has negative connotationsq college faculties. This seems a
natural consequence of thelay the relationship is usually
made visible: In most institnkions onll a naive professor would
fail to understand whether or not publications were used as a
criterion for pi omotion. The professor- is at least' roughly
aware of what Is expectedlin the way of standards:e.g., an
article must be printed in a'kfereed journal; knov4 what
mforniation must be provided and who itimust be provided to,
e.g., send a copy of the notification of acceptance t© the
deparrtment chairman; and ialher realistically expect certain
consequences, jansadjbgtmept will be made in salary ,or

-*

Contrast this with the visibility of what constitutes a
favorable relationship in relation to instructional
accountability. Frequently it is oily if or when a professor is
threatened with dismissal *cat se. teaching incompetence
that it becomes evident to the indiktidual of his peers that (1)
there , is almost no explicit agreement as to his egal,
constitutional or professional obligations regarding inst. ction;
(h) whatever information is available regarding his'Aeaching
performance was unsystematic 'obtained; (3) there is
relative and fluctuating emphasis placed on instructional
perforuance as a criterion for making judgments about
employment; (4) there- had been no systematic effort to
establish better accountability throughoult the institution prior
to 'the time of ttie current crisis; and (5) achiuntability is not
sufficiently valued that an effort is maintained to improve it
beyond the duThlion of the immediate.

The literature (MortalCr; 1972; Rands,

licsAhe extent that this istdescriptive of what Occurs in
-olleges a tr universities, it seems reasonable to conclude that
attemptin to improve accountability is a justifiable endeavor
in spite of I pity apathy,

It should perhes be noted that the word task areas.in

__Stake (197 I), is adamant that "the evaluation of collet"
teaching is an inseparable part of the evaluation of the collev
itself" and implies that evaluation is an integral component of
accountability, c.g., "it provides data for the reward of merit
and for the correction of shortcoming" (p. I). He perceives
that teaching can be judged properly only if examined in the

slight of "institutional 4goals, school environments,
administrative organizationland operations, curricular content,
student achievement, and of the impact of the program on
various sectors of society" (p. I).

Here are some of the "responsibilities" he cites that aie
applicable to. and help define the roles of various people in
eyaluating'and:whaps, accounting: ,

I
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,4541ministritive officers should pp. 1.4

1. ".. ,-inteipreit. the wishes of4atrons Ad the
needs of clients and translate ... into
institutional goals"

r

. set the institutional
tr

goals"
goals, the long-range

ti

3. m ain [1404. .. a meritorious level of
teaching ...."

4. ". , colftrct ,evidence of merit - -and lack

r.

5. . , encourage each faculty member to submit
whatever evidence of merit he can"

O. "... subject whatever plans and descriptions of
teaching are provided by a faculty member to the
scrutiny of'expe,rts in hisTicld and in the field of
pedagogy"

4.



Faculty members should (pp. 1.3).

I . ... set interniediate goals"

2. "... set the instructionall.trategics and tactics"

3. "... accep! responsibility for contributing to the
accumulation of evidence df the effectiveness of
that teaching, that is, the teaching for which
he/she accepts responsibility. Such evidence ma_
:be both/either logical or 'empirical"

4. provide "... statements of purpose and rationale
of instruction." Such -statements may be formal
or informal.

discharge."... responsibilities he has fashi.med
for himself ti it of the general assignment given

j Sr

i
'1. ,l .
` .

.i,6. continuously mpiove "... his awn methods -of
instruction"

7. provide "... the criteria for the evaluation of his
teaching"

Executive officers and committees should (p. 3):

I. evaluate die 'quality of 'teaching of each
hiculty member"

make recommendations for rank and pay

3, encourage and tate improvement of
instruction by teachers

The "institution" should provide "for voluntary and
perhaps confiden se" (pp. 3-4):

I. "cheek lists, f classroom, laboratory, and field
conditions which have been demonstrated to-

. promote learning."

"course-content reviews ..."

3. "observational and remediation services by

specialists ..."

4. "student opinion - polling services ...

It should be recognizedlhat Stake's comments are part of
a position paper, nut a published document, but they deserve
consideration. First of all, much of the importance of Stake's
paperls his obvious conviction that the evaluation of college

_9__

instruction must be conducted in such a manner as to preserve
or even enhan,,e4icademic freedom.

`The integrity of a College program is maintained
only when each* faculty member pdiceives
himselfwithin a certain division of labor--to be- free
to purSue institutional goals as he sees fit. Officers or
committees charged with evaluative responsibility will
not infringe on academic freedom with the

presumption that. 'there is but one proper way -of
teaching or that there is but one set of educatdnal
objectives, even for a single lesson. They may mike
known to the faculty member certain perceptions and
Valuations of his past contributions and certain hopes
for the future, but the final choice of intermediate
goals and means of instruction will be his. (p. 2)

Because academic freedom is essential and

require§ restraint \b" administrative officers, the

means available io such officers for redirecting the
instructional program are litnitedeAleallocation of
rank and pay to present facultmitribel§yill not be
used for suet) purposes nor witi-4066tiollof increases
in rank and pay. The officers of the institution will
modify the direction of a program through logical
persuasion, by reallocation of other resources and
enrollments, by reassignment of responsibility, and
by employment of additional faculty members. (p. 3)

Secondly, the list of "responsibilities" and other
implications in the paper suggest Ghat the individual faculty
member' is obligated to provide cyidence about his/her own
inst- uc don (accounting) upon assuming instructional
esponsibilities. It is not clear just, what adaptations are to be

made if this obligation is perfornibd unsatisfactorily: Evidence
needed as .to whethei faculty currently accept this as a

Icgitimate' expectation, of instmLtion and the extent of and
;procedures for fulfillment.

Nature of Statements of Expectations

As part of this study an attempt was-, made to secure
statements of expectations regarding, instruction from all
colleges and universities listed by the U.S. Officeof Educatiop.
Tne response was very meager. Fprty.seven respondents
.upplied documents containing 'statements related to

instructional expectancies. Most of these were in the form of
`-izulty handbooks and their content was extremely similar:

I. There was usuallysome indication of a line of
\authority, a statement- that defined V,ho was
responsible to .whom, the. Dean of Instruction
will report directly to the President.



Job r'esponsibdities were usually more explicitly
stated for administrative and support personnel than
for the teaching faculty.

3. Expectations related to research services were more
explicit than those' concerned with instruction and
were frequently stated in terms of expected produLts,
e.g., papers read or publications. .

4. Instructional responsibilities were generally stated in
terms of activities or functions to be conducted
rather than in terms of effects to be achieved. In fact,
in only one of the documents reviewed was an
obligation stated in terms of influences instructors
were to have on student attributes.

5. There was' s ally. an A.A.U.P. based .statement
regarding academic freedom. In many documents this
waswasp foljow-ed by some disclaimer reflecting various
degre of political mid social acceptance and/or
tolerance of deviations in the community.

Personal acquaintances repr;rt. however, that many
institutions have developed rather clear statements of
instructional expectations. *Impetus fax this delielopment
apparently came from state legislators who were in turn
responding 0, pressures created by student demonstrations
tithing the 1960s. They also report that they are not aware
that these documents have ,resulted in any extensive
modifications of instructional accountability. That is, faculty
members are not thought to be employing them as guides to
their own activities nor is anyone systematically obtaining data
iegarding professors' adherancc to the expectations stipulated.

s One example of a clear statement of instructional
expectations is that of Michigan State University (Office of the
Educational Development Program, 1971). It was developed
through the usual procedures of governance in higher
education, that is, by subcommittees and committees. Note
that none of the "responsibilities" cited indicate that an
instructor is responsible for outputs in terms of student
attributes.

Faculty Code of Teaching Responsibility:

The teaching respdbsibilities of die instructional staff
are among those many areas M. university life which
have for generations been a Part of the unwritten
code of 'scholars and gentlemen.' Now, howeVer,
along with other formerly unwritten contracts, it
seems appropriate to set forth these responsibilities in
the form of a code. The provisions of such a code are
so'reasorrable to learned and humape men that it may
appear redundant or unnecessary to state them.

s

`f
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IIme\er, the Utiffeisit) etipcew's them to be 'No
impoi taw that the peifonnanee 01 the institiounial
staff in meeting the provisions of this code
taken into consideration in determining salary

increases. tenure, and promotion:

. Instructional staff members Jr.: responsiblesfin
stating clearly the instructional objectives of each
course they teach at the beginning of each trim.
It N expected that each instructional staff
member will direct Ins" instruction toward, the
fulfillment of these objectives. Instructional stall
members are responsible to mien! the content of
the courses they are assigned to lead! to the
course descriptions approved by the University
Curricula Committee and the Academic Council.

2 Instructional staff members are iesponsible for
informing students in their classes of the
methods to be employed in determinmg the final
course grade and of any special requirements ot
attendance which diffei from the attendance
policy of the University.

3. It is expected that graded exaMmations and
papers will be pros ided to the student for
inspection and discussion - has, final
examinations v, ill be retained fur one term to
provide the opportunity for review ' nth the
instructor, if the student so desires. f t is expected
t hat examnnauons will be giaded within' a
s LI ff.] cie (I) appropriate time to MAC die
examination a part of the student's learning
experience.

4. All instructional staff members arc expected to
meet. their classes `regularly Hid at scheduled
mock. In Lase of illness or any (Abet emergent.),
the instructor will notify the department
chairman so that appiopriate action may be
taken.

5. All instructional staff members whose
responsibilities involve students are .expected to
schedule a reasonable numbei of office flouts km,
student conferences. Office hours should be
scheduled at times convenient to both students
and instructors with the additional option Of
prearranged appointments for students when
there is a schedule conflict. The number of office
hours is to be determined at the appropriate
administrative Icvdind office hour, should be a
matter of common knowledge



6. 'Instructuirial staff 'winners who are responsible
For acildeikic advising are expected to be in their
office- at specified hours during the period of
each enrollment. Arrangements will also be made
f or advising during regi4t ration. (pp. 59-60)

s

Mich' n State University is one of the institutions that
has tried t ,impror instructional accountability. It has
systematically ,expended resources to help its faculty meet
their _instructional obligations, both by employing
discretionary funds to develop an Office of Educational
Development, and by breaking the undergraduate 'program
into some hilt!! colleges. These efforts have not discouraged
the legislatu,re 19f Michigan, from passing a 'statute, commonly
referred to as the,"qintact hour law" stipulating the hours per
week a professor is tote engaged in activities directly related
to instruct ion.

Tools for Determining Eipectations

A 'number of procedures have been developed for helping
clarify what is expected of an institution of higlier education,
and of the members of its,s,taff. Tilde procedures-may be
viewed as special accountability tools.

Survey techniques. In spite of a long history of use in
many areas, survey techniqiieis have not been extensively used
until rather recently in obtaining information relative to
institutional expectancies, that i5, in the goals of colleges and.
universities and the extent they have been or are being
aitieted; They still arc not used extensively in establishing
internal expectations. In J971 to-c:1. reported a study that,
demonstrates the usefulness ,,t using goals in describing
universities. Roth- the procedures employed ind the results
have implications to u ndei standing accountability.Briefly:

1. From an extensive literature scald Gross developed a
list of goal statements.

2. These goal statements were pretested with
adnunistiate;rs anti faculty at a single university:
Instructions were for faculty to report on what they

- saw at thtni university. Perceptions were asked for,
Heil opinions. From this pretesting, forty-seven goal
statements Were selected,' whose standard deviation
on a 6-point scale was 1 or less.

All of the administrators and 10 per cent of the
faculty at 68 institutions classified as universities
were surveyed with au nistrument Containing these
emit statement plus othei questions (three hundred
in all, requiring one and one half hours to fill Out).
Instructions were for the respondents to indicate

"how imp ortant is each aim at tins university`!" and
"1-Pow important should the aim be at this
university?" (p. 25)

4. Apprvimatley 51 per cent of the administrators and
40 per cent of the faculty returned the instruments.

5. Tests of sample bias did not reveal any bias in the
dimepsions in which t researcher was interested.

`-""\--tif interest' to this review on accountability are these results.

I. For colleie perpnrl, the myst important goal, both
perceivedkand .desired, was to "6rotect the faculty's
right to academic freedom" (p. 32).

In the main, tnetimpressiOn was given that university
personnel thought that not much, attention vas paid
to students--or should be. Thai is, goals directly
related to students were not highly rated (pp. 38 -39).

3. The most, neglected goal, one that respondents
thought should have been considered important but
was not, was to ":make sure that salaes, -teaching
assignments, and prerequi:,ites always reflect the
contribution that the person involved is making to
the functioning of the university" (pp. 37-38).

4. Two aims that were pe
emphasis than they id served viere. "insure the
favorable appraisal of the se Who validate the quality
of the programs we offer," and "insure the con tinned
confidence and support of those who coninbute
substantially to the finances and other material
resource needs of the university" (p. 38).

Is receiving inure

5. Administration and faculty generally agreed on
institutional goals-,

6. The more the Faculty of' a articular school.wa-:
perceived as having influential power, to affect goals.
the inure t,114, university was perceived as emphasizing
that -students should develop their intellect and
objectivity about themselves (p. 51).

7. In institutions were the legislature or state
government was seen as-having the power to influence
goals, the 'aims described in No. 6 were actually
perceived as deemphasized.

4'

Generalizations from a single study arc hazardous, but the
implications of these results should not be overlooked. At the
time of that study it could be inferred from the results that
within the institutions surveyed:



4 1. College personnel had not attended to goals that
related to studeitt attributes (Result No. 2). and had
not viewed it important to be concerned about
e xternal accounting. neither to their own-accrediting
agencies nor to their patrons (Result No. 4).

3_

3-
College`personnel were not concerned about internal
accodinability and thought adaptatiOns .be
based on valid eyidence (Result No.3).

College' personnel placed more emphasis tin

maintaining their academic freedom (Perhaps also
institutional autonomy) than any other outcome
(Results No. J No 16, No. 7).

.

4 Faculty and administration
on goals (Result No.,-5).

presented a united trim(
, -

College personnel thought their patrons and
benefactors had different aims for the university than
they TResAils.._,Itict-..- rmade no attempts in
accommodatiim (Result No. 4)

It is the lack of real evidence 2 to how va 'rious grodps perceive
institutional aims that suggests the necessity for a survey
similar to tlf< one designed by Gross in. every college
concerned with external, and tQ sonic extent. internal
accountability.

Peterson (1973) recently completed a survey, in California
of 23.820 students, faculty,* aliministrator.s,
preside n ts-ch aitcellors. governing beard mempers, and
community people. 1,3aekground to the instrumenjaion used,.
the Institutional Goalg Inventdril (IG1), latitutionAl Research
Program for Higher Edi;ation, ETS, 1972) is eported.,
elsewhere by Peterson (1971). As in the Gloss 0 971) s ev,
sqpport or process goals as well as outcome goals w- e
ineitida in the instrumesitat:on. Peterson also request d
respondents to estimate both how important eq,:h goal was
and how important it should be. The IGI provides opportunity
for aiding additional goal statements or background questions,
to the regular format.

Re te.rson reports more wide disagreement or the
individual campuses and between campuses in California ihan
was shown by Gross, whose respondents were all from
universities. People in the 'coinmunities near the institutions
tended to rate "accountability/efficiency" at about the same
leiel of desirability as did collegeadministrators. that is.
slightly higher than faculties but below goyerning boards.
There were other notable discrepancies, e.g., faculties rated
freedom higher in importance ,han did people of the
communities. .1so students expressed much more discrepancy
between desired and existing achievement an "individual
student development" than did the faculties. These are

ti

certainly not all results of the study. The wont. of Kith Gloss
and Peterson demonstrates that between sat ions groups there
are sufficient discrepancies regarding what is expected of
highei education to indicate conflicts of interest and souLes
of discord for which restiorisible administrators must assume
the initiative in encouraging adaptive responses.

Delphi procedures. The Delphi Technique or Method.
including, Delphi Conferencing. may be a useful i tool for
identifying instructional 'expectatkos. Dalkey and Rourke
(1971) have tested Delphi procedures in formulating criteria
aitd objectives in higher educatir and :found them
appropriate. They may be designed to reach consensus goals.

' or lo develop a strong set of pfos and eons concerning a gii on
,issue. Huckfeldt (1972), working in the NCHEMS project ai
WI Was used Delphi ti.j, make forecasts about
post:secondary education. Anderson (1970) reports the

-techniques weensed by the, faculty in the College of
Edu- cation'aiPluo State University as one strategy for helPing
to set goals and allocate resources. ThesSchool of Lducation at
the University of Virginirremirloyed Delphi tlassessthe needs.
desires, and opinions of its clientele (C-yphert and Gant, 1971).
Delphi procedures were employed during development of the
!GI (Peterson, 1971: Uhl, 1971).

Turoff (1971) lists five situations where the Delphi,
method clearly havIn advantage over -other alternatives tor
collating informed judgments (p. 317):
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Where the individuals needed to contobute
knowledge to the examination of a complex 'nobler]]
have 'no history of adequate communication and the
communication process mwa be stiuctuied to insure
understanding.

Where the problem is so broad that more individuals
are need .1 than can meaningfully

, face-to-face exchange._
interact in .1

Whre disagreements among individuals are so sere
that the communication process must be refereed.

Where time is scarce for the individuals involved
anti' ir geographical distances. arcts_large, thereby
inhibiting frequent group meetings, .

Where a supplemental group communicatnn4 ploce"ss -

would be conduCive to increasing the efficiency Of
the face-t1)-face meeting.

. These conditions seem descriptive of the situation In most
colleges and universities. The Azd and I.omplexity of the staff
usually prohibits meaningful dialogue in spite the expel use
and since] ityt f ith meihbers. Their time- .is limited.



Disagreements are apt to be severe and held very deeply. Even
where the governance structure seems to_be functioning well,

the Delphi can be a welcome supplement to a committee
meetipg. Delphi would seem to be particularlj:, effective in
alleviating "se probIsms most, liable to adversely effect
committee decisions, namely: (1) manipulation by the person
who talks the most, is most skilled at small-group interaction,
is niost obstinate, or who is perceived as an autlfority, (2) lack
of invavement by a sufficiently repreontative group; (3)
.eluctance to abandon a position thdt has been publicly
expressed: (4) ban4ragon effects; (5) peer. pressure: or 16)

have the effee of keeping discussion foctoed on the issues and
fboredom fro' xcessive unproductive time. it also tends to

forcing participants to sharpen their argumenis if they want to
''make a point. The Delphi is described by Pfeiffer (1968, p.

152-153) as follows:

TheNt'jrst questionnaire may call for a list of minions
invoixing experienced judgment. say a list of
predictions or recr nmended activitirt.

On the second ound, each expect receives a cop of
the list and is ask d to rate or evaluate each item by
some such criterion as importance. probability of
success, and so on.

The third questionnaire
ratings, indicates the consensus, if any. and in effect
aniks the experts either to revise their opinions or else
to specify their Nitwits for remaining outside the
consensus.

includes the list of the

fourth Litiestionnaire inch(des list, ratings, and
consensus and ,minority opinions. It provides the final
chance for revision oropinions.

a -

, \ It is feasible to operate a Delphi by mil, involve.
participarmnot usually considered in anstitutiooalgoal setting,
and, treat data from different groups separately. The latter
would have (lie advantage of permitting planners to know
which groups had similar or different goal values and IQ engage
in "public relations" or educational efforts to,change opinions'
when deemed desirable-or necessary. I (can be used to get the
public "in at the beginning" instead of treating patrons and
clients as though their opinions were of no value, reporting to
t em after-the-fact or trying to hide adverse but important

formation from them..

Three cautions to using the Delphshould be noted. First
if all; the possibility for re:fleeting extreme positions of
opinion should' be maintained 'throughout successive
administrations of the instrument. That it'. items should not be
eliminated because of a loW number of responses. If the

a opportunity for divergent responses is reduced, persops at the.
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extremes will tend to drop out of the study and the results will
reflect a false convergence. Secondly:during the time ii.take
to complete the Delphi, conditions can so change that the
results are irrelevant. For example, during the Past lout years
many small colleges have: suddenly shifted their basil. misson
from tr-ainine teachers to some other focus as a reflyction ut
the job market. The results from a Delphi completed two years
ago might thus lack currency. Third, the statements must be as
unambiguous as possible. Sometuiies what may appear as lack
of consensus is really lack of understanding of the statement.

Employment contracts.' Employment contracts based on
performance have met with various degrees of success, at
_elementary and secondary levels. In at .least one instance,
Passaic County Community College, they weie -examined for
use at the community college Idel. As currently proposed.
they do not seem applicable at the college revel except in a
restricted sense, e.g., a college night agree to-provide training
to a certain number of elementary school mathematics
teachers for a stipulated price. The "Sample Ekployment
Contract" shown in the book by Roueche and Pitman ('I-9*72)
is probably characteristic of others. The following quote may
be sufficient to provide the "flavor" of the obligations
stipulated (p. 1/):

The follow,ing criteriaa
preiequisite for tlksrank of full prof

efficiency are

ssor:

(a) The full prOfessor will c responsible for
designing, implementing, managing and
evaluating learning experiences for a tifinintuRof
960 student credit hours pet semester.

(b) At least 90 percent of the students eniolied in ,

the -full professor's classes at the' time of,
registration shall achieve stated. objectives at a
level, sa t isfactor4 for transfer to a senior
institution if in a transfer course, or at a level'
satisfactory for employment if in an
occupational course.

Furthermore:

(a) A faculty member in any rank may qualify for or
attain any higher rank following any three
academic years of performance at the higher,
level.

(b) A reduction in rank for inefficiency will occur
after pree (3) consecutive years wherein the
criteria for a given rank are not met: in the .ease
of the instructor rank, the individual' will be
dismissed for inefficiency. '



.

Whilestich employ meat contracts are currently perceived
by academics as inimical to a good teaching employ meat. Such
conditions may also increase the bureaucratic nature of
colleges and universities:.

Charters of accountability. Charters of accountability may
be perceived tis a tool for internal ,ziocountability that .might
improve the ci:pacity of the institution for external
accounting. The tool is (lescribed by Scheid (1965) in relation
to the coqununicated purposes and objectives of vi company
and by7 1 riper_ (1970) in relation to education. Scheid is
adamant that accountability can he delegated quite precisely
that functional performance can be measured and that thsse
measurements can be employed for making evaluation (tit
ascountability) gments. It would certainly impact
education if f dno ot er vasons limn that it requires. (1)
spot:int:at/on f overall institution purposes. (2) disclosure of
important o jectives, (3) a list of what obligations 'must be
met, and (4 authorizatiOn to perform or to obtain the
wherewithal to do so. These last three" conditions have not
characterized university accoukaabilny transactions.,While the
charter is an agreement between two individuals or groups, one
superoidinate and the other subordinate, both parties are
completely involved in consultation, negotiation, and
discussion. Scheid reports' that "... individuals respond more
app11,10s6lely and willingly to objective evaluation of tkwir
performance than to,subjective trait appraisal" (p. 92,).

The pinnary denciency in both employment contracts
and diallers of accountability is for clarifying what
should be expected of a professor is that they imply a
governance structure involving bureaucratic of

Nuriordinate-subordinate relations)ii,p. 1 )th Gross (1971) and
Hind (1971) have suggested that the govelnance structure_ in
colleges and universities is more-political and associative than
bureaucratic or authoritarian..

Collective bargaining. Obviously Keck (1972) does not
perceive college governance ,as associative. lie effectively
argues that Collective kargaining is a consequence of traditional
faculty agencies becoming ineffective in tit face of
bureaticiatic decision making by oiganizational managers. Ile
thinks it is now necessary for the "... illusion of independent
professional entrepreneur ..." to be cast aside "... within an

institutional framework that is organizektiirrun according to
,the principles of industrial management" (p.51). lie sees few
budget decisions as emanating from the department level, a
senate or council as having no legal basis, and consequently
being ineffective, the AAUP as being almost as inadequate, and
ihe industrially oriented university management as ". nut
susceptible to moral suasion" (p 52).

The managerial bureaucracy is immune to pleas
of humanity , decency, democracy, or academic
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freedom. It Is equally immune to snnetions that ale
not backed by the power of enfoicement. Univeisity
management is sell awe that the goner!! public
couldn't care less about Aat the AAUP (or any oilier
organization) thinks of this or that university. They
also know that, pen the present Culiditiot of ti j,,b
market, professional sanctions cannot hint diem t p.
52)

Whether collective ning, "... a syst, :t of 'timed
authority based on' a process of bilateral del siou , Liking
between two ageilts... utihi.ing legallyestablisl prov,lores
for reaching mutual agreement" (Keck, P. 5 . will pioe a
useful means of:establishing obligations imams, at this onnti
moot' point. If the tiend persists on the pal I of trines to
support the comein of collective bargaining, then the political
'tinder as perceived by Baldridge ( ) will Base only limited
applicability , for example. during the time MICH baSe
obligations for which the agent is 40 negotiate aie being
decided. The model of the university as a bureaucracy will be
enhanced, although rhea conapt of the university as au
industry producing a spec Ilk pluduct dues awl seem It...amble.

.Contracts will probably focus Z)it, de:ivies, of the faculty
rather than outcomes.

Task analysis procedures. Over the past two v eais (. all, et
al., (1972) have been engaged in a study to analvc and
describe centers engaged in research. development. diffusion.
and evaluation I RODE). White the prmedines developed, to
comity that analysis have had only minimal appittation ul
higher education, they appear to otter a means of meetings
some of the anxieties created by suggestions fun mipRo..lug
accountability sortie of the del loemac; of other taLulit
activity a naly SIN procedure. t Romney . I 971 I. [host: tem s
expressed by aLad,nnics Lien most unpin taut but subtle
production may be umecognized, in that they may. be fudged
on the basis of inappropriate crinkria and standinds, ale dealt
with daectly by these :dialysis procedures.

The inoceduies requiie !ley, L-oni.eptuatizotion
output. Output hs the designation applied to vv Ihuev,,r
individual produces, whellm it Is' a pro3uct (a book.), cent
(an intervie\), or a condition (mutual respect). Implementing
the procedures usually requires the examination '01 artifacts.
'and talks with executive adnunistratofs, an outside agent (hr
an internal agent whose institutional mission rthiudes such
activities) develops a set of guidelines to who should be
interviewed and what questions should be asked. Interviews
are then conducted by means of a "lead and probe" strategy
pro;Kling each person oppoitumity to describe 1.111:11 outputs,
to decide what evidence indicates quality pet formance. and to
suggest, standards for judging. Descriptions piqued by the
interviewer are submitted to the iriMidual to sin ore that
agreement is reached that linti outputs and the standards tor



judging them are adequately described.

_From these interviews output: of the institution can be
compared to outputs of services within the institution'to see if
the latter ate contributing to the former. In most colleges and
universities there will be independent and, perhaps, even
incompatible objectives (outputs). This condition may he
perceived as-desirable (Brandi, 1970).

Instruction is an obligatory relationship. The
administration of a college or university, the constituencies of
the institution, and the members of The teaching and support
staffs, all have perceptions as to what is expected of each other
and of themselves. The relationship wotild be improved if
those involved could do one or both of two things. (I) agree
on what obligations each has toward the others in

implementing the instructional program of the institution, (2)
establish a means of accounting to. each other,`, of
communicating to one another about what they are doing, the
apparent effect.; of what they are doing, and their judgments
as to how' others involved are fulfilling what had been
expected of them. l.n turn, accounting permits expectations to
be clarified and reduces conflicts resulting from
nusunderstandinits.

Obtaining and Disseminating Information

A cartoon by Licitly. "Grin and Bear It," pictures a group
of corporation executives in a conference session. The caption
has die Ulan man saying, "Since tlie activities of this company
are a matter of public record, the purpose"of this meeting is to
devise means of covering our tracks in the future!"

Licht), seems to have captured the essence of what the
current emphasis on accountability is trying to avoid. Current
emphasis in accountability seems to be toward developing such
information as is necessary to enable the agents and agencies
involved to. ( I) know what can be expected of each other and
(2) have some evidence as to how well those expectations are
being met. In brief, the confidence that can be placed in the

iccuracy and adequacy of available information is the
core of viable accountability.

There are a variety of barriers to developing adequate
intoimation, First of all, external demands for information
obviously threaten the rights of an institution to autonomy.
Throughout an examination of external accountability, the
question of the right of colleges to self - determination regarding
responsibilities and disclosure of information must be examined
in light of how institutions and then clients and pinions can be
expected to respond to suclr autonomy. Autonomy is a

relative value. It varies considerably among institutions. It also
varies from one geographic region to another._
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kUnfortunately the arguments about ,wanting to protect
onomy are not very convincing. There are too many

examples of colleges sacrificing autonomy for other gains.
Acceptance of categorical federal aid, basing Mein. promotion.
and tenure' on standards prescribed by professional

organizations of the disciplines, employ ing state police to
cull trot campus conflicts, and seeking court action in

personnel disputes have . seriously weakened arguments

supporting institutional autonomy. To the cynical. the

willingness of institutions, and their agencies and agents, to
accept donations to which are attached stipulations regaidula
their use is sufficient evidence that autonomy has alway s been

..I virtue io be sold - -or at least employed in bargaining.

The primary,* arguments opposing changes in 'Menial
accountability are apt to center on threats accountability is
perceived as posing to faculty academic freedom. Although
academi6 freedom is not defined as clearly ,as it might be, its
ifilpoi lance varies Tess betWeen schools than does autonomy,
and it is apparently a highly valued educational goal (Gloss.
197i and Peterson, 1973).

Proposed changes in accountability should avoid

weakening academic. freedom. A worthwhile goal of
accountability could be to strengthen that freedom. But
opposing accountability "on principle" is a posture that
endangers academe freedom. Opponents to change in

ac.eoun lability .should he encouraged to develop their
opposition rationally and thoroughly. The best defense against
infringing on others' iights,is to be sensitive to those rights and
to provide every available means for then adequate. deltnse.

APthird barrier to developing adequate infonnatton is the
inadequacy of procedures for assessment. It is difficult to
judge how realistic expressions of concern about, invalid and
inaccurate assessment are. Brown (1,970) has suggested that

cothpromise is essential, that most- measures are really

"proxies." "If proxies operationally issist resource allocation,
if decisiortmaking is better with 0 e prat-ies than w ithout,
alone is justification for their aduptiol.' (p. 29). Brown groups
proxies as input& Output, 'Jr valtie added. Of course the mo,A
meaningful proxies are those that me stire change, but if thi,se
are not available, he tecommends employing second best.

At -0te WICHE conference both Enthovan (1970) and
Brandi (1970) were cautious in their predictions that any thing
but the most crude indices of educational effectiveness would
be fount;` Enthovan suggested three uses to be made of output
measure i(p. 51):

_1

I, .ides in allocation decisions within the Tiniveisity ,

2. aids in broadei- allocation decisions between higher
-education and other public piograms,



aids in evaluating the effectiveness of different
teachers. teaching methods!or curricula.

Ile pointed out that measures for one iturpose will probahl
lot be the same as those jor another purpose and their we ma;
nor even hare a way of relatihg them to each: other. The
'uggestion is that. "Because there is no agreement on purposes
01 on relative values, there is no 'optimum' program for the
uni\ersny. There are better and worse program.,
ALoiding bad programs IN a sufficiently ambitious goal to keep
us all occupied for many years." (p. 53). The motto is, "It
bone, to be roughly right than precisely wrong" (p. 53).

It is possible that part of the concern about information
obtained As a consequence of assessment stem, from anwty
that measurement may be too accurate and valiu. That is, feat
that assessment may result in disclosure of weakness may be
increased as the validity of the assessment joeedure increases.
To the extent that information is seen as being used for
leiribution rather than improvement of instruction, the
anxiety is explainable.

;

One of the most difficult barriers to penetrate is the one
noised by those colleges, prograps and professors that say,'
."What we produce cannot really be measured." The possibility
that outputs will be viewed too narrowly, that subtle effects
tall be overlooked, must be . reduced. There are some
ext retnel% difficult measurement problems. But, in the main, if
somethint has not been measured it is usually because ,it has
riot beet thought that measuring it was important. WIlenever
college personnel consider it essential that their outputs be
measured, for_example should they become dissatisfied with
unsystematic and invalid appraisals of teaching, then teaching
will be measured. The current_ lack of concern abom such
measurement is primarily because teaching performance is not
a factor in determining the reward structure of the college

lind. 1970).

Mager (1968) has an -unsympathetic response to those
who are defensive about having outputs assessed (p. 69).

"You can't measure the effects of what I do."
"Why not?"

"They're intangible."
"Olr: Why should I pay yOu for intangible

results'!"
"Because I've been trained and licensed to
practice."

"Tum ... all right. Here's your money
"Where I don't see it."

"Of course not .. intangible."

Defensiveness is Justified. and should be encouraged, when,
there has been no prior agreement on goals, on what will he

.
accepted -as es ide,a: 01 otitinit, <,)i 1 hl LiNeN to bkvinada; ail SILa il
. ....

mformat my . .

Providing-Informeii,on for External Accountability

The administratoi :must take the initiative in making.

Melligcnt responses related to aLLountabdity. Not all demands
ft.); 'M formation should be answ ered 'by supplying it. Not ,,II.
intoimafion should be disclosed. DisLlosure should frequemly
precede demand. It require\ sonic seris-oo,ity to the needs of
others. and a pi olyssional basis for selecting alternatiLes for au
admunstratoi to know what fespouses to make in teinis of
supply mg information. Some information should be Supplied
on demand whenever possible): Some legitimate needs fog ,i

'information that would tiould be useftil in ineerir,..1 both
requirements for internal maoagemelo and F.

.1CLulifilllIg. and Mud, could be LolleLted and stored in
anticipation of need'. Attempts to obtain and employ such
data in eduLational management haw. met with less than
outstanding success, partly because of inalplity to identify and
assess valid value-added measuies'of outputs, partly because
institltllons of higher education-apparently do not hate the
triganizational structures to suppoOte\tensive data Lolleetion.
and panty because many administrators remain unLoio, inLed
of the value of their usc. In the main. colleges haw been
apathent and at tunes deliberately resistant, to obtaining Mid.
reporting a CC7011 n tab ;lit y-ni format ion

EALs (1972) offers an ex,eilent guide to dt:teluinie LL hat
categories of nift7Iniation might be .1%NesNed lot
external ak;Lkitiliting. P*Iille the tollow mg h.t'i, not \ hausto.k.

ll dlustrates'Llasses for cad; 01 the to:voiles
Glass proposes.

1. In relation to curriculum.

fig

A statement of the mission of the in

that points out the desirability of %,olety ot
goals, and reviews ORAL. that .ire connadietkay
and those that are compatible

Descriptions of each program, course, or
sequence of stay. including expectancy ;able,
relating entry data to :rpeeted level of
perforniance.

c. A statement of policy describing how, decisions
are made for purchasing instructional !natant's

d. A description of the programs for encouraging
superior instruction and/or imploving interim
iostrtietion.

,



e. A record of the numbei of teaching hours
professors have missed and the reasons for these
absences.

f: The number of student hours taught at various
levels by professors with various ,levels of
training. '

g. For programs that are pre-professional or
. vocational in nature: the latest information

related to education and employment
. opportunities..

h. Student evaluations of courses and instructors.

r. Estimates of the ad ct,tincy of library holdings.

2 In relation to student growth and well-being.

a. Studies on canipus 'climate.'
, a

I); Reports on the activities of pupil peramei
services,

c Re.:ords of students entering. grades received.
student progress through college.

d. Information on folio%) ip studies ofTraduates.

Information as to 'Ali> students drop out of
school.

3. in relation to personnel:

a. Procedures for selecting staff.

b. Piocedures for evaluating instructional
competence.' 9

c. Procedures for dismissal.
O

d. Ben'efits, e.g,, retirement and sick Itacre.

4. In relation to finances:

a.. Cre da-hour costs in programs and courses.
including any special fees and how they are

spent.

b. Procedures for letting contracts.

c. Uses' made of discretionary funds.

d. Sources of funds.
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e. Cost for a student to go through a program

f. Costs of support services

g. Building plans (should be included m
Oommunity Planning Committee reports)

S. In relation to legal obligations:

a. Age. race, sex, rank, and salary of all staff.

b. Policies related So the discipline of students.
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c. Procedures by whic:h mom* is collected from
student's.

This information could be collected and processed

internally. All of these activities can be moinkored by an agent
external to the institution and a report of that monitoring
made public. It would provide disclosure that is candid and
likely to be well reccive0 by constituencies. If this information
is not available, that in itself reveals deficiencies in

accountability: The primary reason for fearing such accounting
is that it may both encourage'and allow for external control,
that is, its Railabilty may threaten autonomy. This study did
not disclose information as to the extent the availability of
information resulted in its being used by outside agencies in
ways inimical to the welfare of the institution.

Developing information in such categories is procedurally
not unlike that of accreditation. Accreditation has tended to
fail into,disrepute because the judges have been closely allied
with the establishment. Accreditation agencies also reduce an
instinution's autonomy. An institution that conducts its own
appraisal, has that effort independently audited, reports areas
of satisfactory and unsatisfactory attainment, and publicizes
intents to inslke changes, may establish credibility with its
constituencies that justifies maintaining autonomy.

One of the more sensitive probleins concerning public
disclosures of information relates to issues of confidentiality.
Arnold (1972) has,wruten a position paper on the inflamces

"full disclosure" in which, she suggests that it seems

traditional for citizens in the United States to assume public
right to information and t9, examination of government. She
writes that Americans today demand and receive infotanation
abort, the costs and conduct of many government programs.
that this information bears on choices they make, and that
ed':cators should be cheered by this new awareness as these
demands are turned to requests foi information about the
costs and conduct of higher education. Although the accuracy
of this perception is questionable. Arnold has raised an issue
worth commenting on.



Computer technology may facilitate responsiveness to
demands for eternal accountabilit}. Masses of data can be
stored in a variety of ways to meet various retrieval needs. The
Lombination of increased demand for disclosure and increased
capacity for responding to demands for disclosure may
endanger tristitptional autonomy, and academic and personal
freedom. Tiler: are no precedents in education to suggest that
pledgesepl confidentiality regarding Aeponal and personnel
matte's can be given with assurance that they will be kept.
Puy ileged communication has not been extended to the
relationships between college persnnel and their clients and
patrons. However, it is technically possible and practically,
feasible to provide `blind repositories' tyhere sensitive data
contain no names, only code numbers, with key to matching
nulfibers and names located outside of the United States and
which cannot be subpoenaed.

But most public demand for disclosAe is not related to,
student or faculty personnel transactIons of a personal nature.
They 're relatedto outputs of the university,,and the costs of
achieving them, or to inform-anon about kinds of programs
offered. Colleges do not have a history of candor in relation to
public information. This may account for the creation in some
states of governing comicils in place of coordin.ittfig -councils:

Dissemination of data is ce..s y
information

in accountability.
Adaptations cannot be made unless information' s shared. Two
certain ways of weakening accountabip t. to (I )'conduct
thorough and intensive assessments Irtnd then not repot t the
results of that assessment or (2) disseminate systentitically
obtained information that is never acted-upon.

Plans for dissemination should be developed as other
changes are planned. Who should collect data? Process it?
Distribute it? Have access to it9, These questions must be
addressed and tire' answers made part of the available
information before changes in accounting are RuptLiented.
Credibility rs damaged with one's constiiiTeTii.iiri-"if they
become aware of deliberate attempts to hide'ruf4m401h that
they consider should be made publicly availabie. But t;v1nle
candor is critical In disclosure, not all information should be
made public knowledge. A professor's ratlion a teaching
per for mant.i,e appraisal conducted by his colleagues is

somewhat analogous to one's score on a test or intelligence.
The data should not be disseminated to those who cannot
understand it, nor should they be utilized in contexts where it
was not intendeql " at they be employed.

Experienced administrators are aware of the kinds of
information that will he requested by their state legislatures
and its committees. As Gage (1970b) has indicated, when data
needs can be anticipated, an institution can demonstrate
responsiveness by having information available un call. College
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ad in In IS ators Lilo; the initiative in sut
disclosures, altlium.di the i_reation it gos rniia b1).1114, lather
than coordinating boards so:J.:A.:as that in sonic states their
tepurts were no loUge,i credible. Glenny (1971) has tlescibed
thc hazards orae,ating boards with insufficient power to
protect the public vs. .went.ijs with purser that threatens
instrttltiOnal autononly and initiative.

Providing Information for Internal Accountability

In this reps ,t the bask concern instrp.etionai
accountability. It is difficult to adneve external accountability
in the absence of effect we inter nal accountability , par licularty
in rogard to instruction. While some data are useful for both
external and internal accounting purposes, information related
to the teaching performance of individual professors probably
has more internal than extiimal value

ubv lously the critical issue in assessillif
the tin ivke rsity is the difficult} of developing suitable
assessment procedures that will meet essential imeasuiewent
standards. Perhaps the best of the inure current publkations
integrating the theoretical and platikal plublems Riming, to
assessing teaching effet.tneness Is that by (Zonal) 1971). In
this document it seals sulTmaent to say that, at =the eollg.e
level, assessment i,x instillctroll rrr few theoietiLal.iY,ties
different fium teat.hing at tither levels. It does iiittive ;mut,
-practical' problems that are more notit,Lable in the
world.

i

Tht.e. seems to `sbc considerable t.-Ithettsus ainotiq. Iht,se
who 'have studied problems of reachii,g etre,.:tii,eiles, that rue
ability to instruct LI; not a unitary Hail Tiqlskhaiiiiiip ill ICsC.I'l i t

on teaching effectiveness ha,. been (1 i the 4!1a,12(lity to
establisri acceptable LI:terra of stiidlcnt per loonance. .itli i .1 )

the inability to Lorrelak teacher pert ri(:iairo, and audeni
performance. Justiz I I )09), ill all C '.. LCILI,iv dus.11211.'ll sj Lid:. di

'secondary level teaching, has shown that .

1. Pupti per forinalitx on adequately dcsk.loped.
exantindtioth Lail be used to uneisuie teliclllh
effectiveness.

2. General t:aching ahlhty (GTA), can -be reliably
measured in NOM VI pupil atinevement G I A is

"That ability w Intik teatt,ier brings to the
teaching situation other than know t dge of ,stib_tpct
matter (p 54)

_

3. Pupil adnevement ,...in be used to identity !mediums
of teaching effeetivenss

c.Lxiii;innetitation with pluCtkluies and v.itiables sundai to



those employed by lusty wduld seem useful at the college
level That is, it would be worth trying to separate GTA from
other van. however, the probability is low that professors
would permit Justiz's procedures, of having teachers teach
"unfamiliar ", material, to be used in a college set clog.
Establishing sonic criteria based on studerit performance
would permit testing the validity of process criteria and trait
criteria.

The results of the Oregon Studies by Carl. et al. (197,2)-f
and the preliminary work by Manning (1973) suggest that
professors_can and should be involved in determining a variety
of instructional outputs. Analyzing these outputs to determine
their relationship to student outputs is a difficult, but not
insurmountable, research problem (Turner. 1972). While little
research has' been attempted in employing the Carl RDD&E
model to establish standards for judging outputs. the
procedure would 'appear on the 'surface to have as much
'validity as Taculty activity analysis, at its current stage of
devekipment, in obtaining output criteria for analyzing
internal accountability, particularly in determining standardS.
Both procedures need further study in terms of: (1) faculty
acct_ procedure is most amenable to

which 'rovides the most valid results, and
mo eco uical r implement. It is in researching

stablishing criteria of tc chine effectiveness that the

particular idiosy cracies of college personnel become most
Inhibitory to adequate assessment. Stake's (1971) suggestion
that individual professors be permitted to establish their own
criteria has apparently not been explored.

1 n the absence of acceptable criteria for assessing
ion. many colleges employ other criteria for

determining justification of merit, promotion or tenure
( rewards). in larger universities research productivity and other
evidence of scholarship are employed in such valuations. This
in effect has the frequent consequence-of having the judgment
regarding'quality of scholarship made by persons outside the
institution, e.g., the reviewing committee of a journal. Within
are institufion the judgment may be based on, counting
(Gusta l%7). Many colleges and universities reward activity --
on coin t tees, particularly those involved in academic
govetnance.

W,I t. is acceptable to employ criteria such as described
in the prem ing paragraph for Waking deciiions related to , :,

Le, distal' lo of regards, it is not validi to employ them as
'though they wefe' indicators of teachm Vormance. The
extent they are used in a decision to reward a faculty inenrbi.i'r
is an indication Allow valuable they are considered to be, that
is, they may be more or less important than leading. Such
evidence should not be currently considered any more -than e.
superficially related to one's comPetence as in instructor.

While professors expres> interest in instri....tum and thiiik
teaching should receive increased emphasis iii dOetinindli...
rewards (Hind, 1971. 'deb rand , 197 ), thc.) do not want .10
reduce the time spent 16 research and scholarship (Hind,
1971). Hind suggests that professors may have a conflict of
values and that a are already devoting more effort ,than
would be predicted .to tasks (teaching) that haven't
influence on how they, arc rewarded.

Bv far the most prevalent obligation lard op_ most-,
By

professors is that the.') must teach. Ignoring this obligation can
-get7pne fired, pverLiffillfilling it doesn't result iii promotion ot
other reward. P4t. ctfi=jlte lack? of emphasis oil improving
college teaching is bec.aus:-:. the faculty, who really, control the
system of rewards, are apparently not sufficiently dissatisfied
with Minimum acceptable levels of teaching performatux to
pVercome inertia and work for improvement.

The following observations are suggested with "tongue in
cheek" tga means of dramatizing what might be anticipated to
occur if professors valued instruction.

I. reward systems. would be based primarily on
demonstrated performance related to instruction.

faculty would be earnestly involved in ins,titutional
goal setting and prioritizing around a mi.-von of
teaching:

3. a sizeable portion of-the institutional- budget would
be spent on-efforts to improve instruction:

4. professors' who. 'exhibited noth:ompliant
cpmphancZt" (Miller. 1972, p. 19) toward evaluation
of their teaching would feel sonic evidence of Nei
grofip dissatisfaction:

5. prospective employees would inquire about class
sizes. -library facilities. availability of-anstructional
support services,. the instirtitional program for
impro.ing instruction. dticalmentation of criteria _int'
procedwe4:$1.r.evaltrating gtructitcti, research rani

campus directed at college-level instruction,
of student personnel' services in operatibit..and the
.work being .c1Sue by the:test center before :accelniug
-an appointment:

6. legislatuies ould -pass st.atutp linittqw The n'tnYeber
of hOurs a professor could spend. teaching. and
pr scribing the lir & that must be devoted to re.sealcirs.
goveln ance and seivief.i

Procedures foi: judging teaching effeetiveriess.
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(1972r describes five procedures for evaluating :classroom
teaching: ( it student evaluation, (2) classroom visitation by
colleagues,' (3) examination of reaching materials and
procedures, (4) weighing special incidents (includes evidences
of good or bad teaching not found elsewhere), and (5)
selfevaluation. Ills book'Scontains simple descriptions of
procedures and instruments used in Assessment. Regardless of
the-procedures used'. Miller is adamant that: (1)--evaluation of
teaching should be only part of the overall evaluation of a

fil,:ulty member's professional competence: (2) institutional=
goal settinfinust bit taken more seriously if faculty evaluation
is to be tied to goals; (3) department chairmen and deans must
he actively- involved; (4) the processes must -be systematic,
manageable, and economic: (5) the system should be used
positively. In this study ther'e was little evidence uncovered to
suggest tha assessent of instruction was used extensively in
the way that is frequently suggested as the,primary reason for
such evaluation, that is toward improvement of instruction.
from the meager responses to .the questionnaire submitted,,
there is also an indication that: (I) few colleges have taken
goal setting seriously, (2) the processes for evaluating
instruction areseldom very systematic.

Michigan State University has been cited previously (p.
II) as one school that has employed discretionary resources in
attempting to improve instruction. (See\also a comment on
MSU's student evaluation scale, tip. I.1).'A second tkinversity
that app irs to have implemented procedures for judging
teach in_ effectKreness is Colorado State University
(Comments, March 29 and ,April 5, 1973; Office of
Instructional DelieloOment, 1973). Each faculty member is
encOuraged.to emploka minimum of three means of collecting
data about his teaching (Comments, 3/29/73. pp. 2 and 3).

1, obtaining reactions Of presently enrolled students
through the use of the ASCSU course profile;

2. making an audio tape of classes for subsequent
review;

3. making a video tape of one or more classes ... and
having the tapes critiqued by the office of
instructional development;

4. aominigtering pre- and post-tests to assess student
gains in achievement;

5. asking departmental peers to 'sit in' on several classes
and give their reactions to what they observed;

6. following up the piodess of students in subsequent
courses when prerequisite courses are taught;

7. contacting students Pa?ter they have graduated to

:;=

obtain then opu.ions.ibot1 teaching effectiveness,

S. contacting 4nployers vvltetetappropriate about the
performance of fOrina students on then lobs.

'

9 invitinii the depaitent head oi dean to visit classes
and give suggestions:

10. forming a special ticlisory panel of a few int!:rested
students in each class and Meeting with them once a
week to obtain suggestions;

I. submitting' course outlines, syllabi, tests, ete., to
professional associations oi othea qualified groups for
review and critiqiq.

The Acadenjje \ice President goes on to suggest.

Every faculty member should engage in at least three of
the following development activities each real.

s

--
I. attending special teaching seminars and teaching

improvementwrograms;

2. reviewing the literature on teaching methodology in
the field to obtain new ideas for teaching the subject

, matter;

3. conducting experiments to determine whether ne.,
techniques are suitable for permanent incorporation
wto one's teaching-repertoire:

4. team teaching ss ith a highly respected colleague and
obtaining suggestions from this person; and

5. exchanging classroom visitations with respected
. colleagues in nearby colleges and universities.

It is the author's understanding that this statement huts bein
approved by II, :acuity as setting guidelines for policy. At
least faculty, arc provided' resources 'o suppot t their efloi is to
improve instruction.

Student evaluation. Although Miller (1972) cites financial
exigencies and a trend toward re-exanjination of goals and
philosophies as two reasons for the current interest in

instructional accountability, the original press for inteidal
accountability probably came from strident discontent, I his
cause was also cited by Miller.

The tendency has been for teaching faculty to be paged
by their colleAues on the basis of their scholarship and fur
instructional/competence to be assumed. Students, on the
con trary, assume scholarly competence and sealch for
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evidence of their professors' teaching competence (Hammond.
et 4,1969).

One inference to be drawn is that people tend to look for
evidence of competence in areas in which they either: ( I) feel,
qualified to .make jtIgments, or (2) htive an interest. Part of
the reluctance to pass judgment on the quality of any work
done by colleagues is based on the difficulty of evaluating
work outside one's own discipline. This accounts for each
department' laving 'an interest in establishing unique criteria
for evaluating its faculty.

7

Studyfos may feel quite confident of their ability to make
judgment' about a professor's teaching in almosl anv course in

.
which they are enrolled.. Interektangly enough, 'mid peferaps
predictably; professors d) no accord students that capability.
Warrington`( 1972) reported that the con-elm-Ion between the
ratings of faculty and students as to whether items should he
in:luded on a "Student InstructionalRating System" was :68
and the correlation beiween whether faculty- Thought studen s

had enough' information was .54: Astin and Lee (1966) poit t
out that concern with impact of instruction on the student. has
not resulted in turning to studeins ns an important source of :
information al out those impacts. In fact, a survey of 1100
colleges and universities revealed that in only 12.4 per cent of
them were systematic student ratings used as a source of
information in cvaluatIng teaching effectiveness (Astin and
Lee, 1966).

Gusfad (1967) conducted two sei-veys for the American
Council on Education, one, in 1961, the second in 1966. He
cited as major trends. ( I) a substIntial deicline in the use of
systematic student ratings. (2) a substantial decline in the use
of classroom visitations as means for. °Nail-Ting information
relevant to teaching performance. The utilization. of
committee evaluations and the analysis of grade distributl'ons
had markedly incteaseein popularity.

It is paradoxical indeed that the academic world.
ostensibly devoted to the continuous'. search cor
evidence which can be brought to bear on the
solution of pi oblemi and the increase'of knowledge.
corniaties with great equanimity to tolerate a system
of evaluating its members wherein, as this writer said
earlier, "to call what is typically collected or adduced
to support evaluative decisions "evidence** is to
stretch the tucanitfg of that honored word beyond
reason." Almost a quarter century ago, Logan Wilson
said, "Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the
most critical problem confronted in the social
organization of any university is the pr*oper
evaluation of 'faculty services, and giving due'
recognition through the impartial assignment of
status." The almost imperceptible progress since then

___Is eloquent testimony to the academic profession's
unwillingness or inability, or both, to do what is
needed to develop adequate and equitable methods
for faculty evaluation (pp. 265-266).

These sources of data may, not be sufficiently current since
they contradict observation§ reported by sevetal persons
knowledgeable about activities across the rational scene in
higher edjicaton. However, they are still cited by Adler
(1972).

Hildebrand (1971) suggests that students arc t e best
judges of the extent institicoun has made constr citive
contributies to their lives. His study indicates that ditterent
students tend to judge the same teachers as having made
constructive contributions to them. A study by Costm, et al.
(1971) suggests that students' ratings ,an.provide reliable and
valid information on the quality of courses and instruction.
However, Wilson et al. (1973) tooted that proi'essors commonly
assert that only their colleagues are truly qualified to judge

ompetency. As Actin Nui Lee (1960) report. 48.9 pc.; cent of
t e colleges mid, unaversities use colleagues' opintorLs as a
sot rce of information concerning teaching effectiveness.
Professors evidently will not accept the validity of student
ratings if they are to be used in making accountability
decisions. Perhaps this is because stutlentS and professors differ
int-the behaviors they describe as charactenstic of effective
teachers (Wilson, et al,. 1973). The fact that professors andr-
students exhibit high agreement about who are effective and
ineffective teachers (Wilson. et al., 1973) has not persuader,-
professors as to the merits of employing student tatings for
decisions related to merit, zomotton, tenure. in-service
-training' or discharge McKeachie (1970) thinks student
judgments should be systematically collected I'm promotion
4.1ecisions brit -that they cannot be the only assessment since)

department chairmen silready use' student judgments that hay:.
been obtained unsystematically.

Professors seem to fear that ,students and professors will
enter into a subtle collusion where the professor sets minimal
goals and the student accepts those because they require the

.7' skills ,they understand (McKoachie, 1970). There is some
tangentially related evidence in support of this opinion.
Teachers found to be effective with bright students are rated
higher by bright students and students whuso achievement in a
course is above that to be pr4licted from their intelhgence and
background tend to rate the ,teacher of-that Arse as more
effective than du -N}dents whose achievement_ was less 'than
expected (McKeachi!, 1970). Still,.Eble (1970) reports only

reght relationship between a student's evaluation of a course
and his final grade. It seems logical that students should be
able to proyide information as to whether a professor has
performed in such a way that they have been able to achieve
Outputs.
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Student rating scales seem to has e lehabilit) esen it then
\Ada) is questioned, that__Ls_e_sen if teacher perfoimance and,
student perfoimance have not !ten found to,cot 'elate (aonan,
1971) The review 'by Ronan (1970) suggests that thew is
Clmshient agreement among studies as to the dimensions of
teacher behavior that arc factors in student ratings. The.scales
ntund useful usually Measure:

I_ a dimension related to hay* organized and clear
mesa ta t ions.

a dimension of personal %vat nith or empathy,

a dimension of enthusiasm refle ditty effort. ,

Ciawford and Bradshaw (ii( Ronan,. 1971). suggest that
different raters are using different criteria and standards; and
the eises for their judgments are going unspecified. foi
example, studs tits may -base their ratings on stereotyped
peieeptions of a professor's role or peisonal phychological
needs. One intensive and sophisticated effort to identify
effective and ineffective teaching behaviors as seen by students
is the (lineal incident study conducted at the Georgia Institute
ofjechnology (Ronan, 1971).

In relation to the current study, over a doz..en different
student rating scales were examined. (Many institutions use
the same instruments.) They can be characterized as follows:

Most of the items deal with process criteria, e.g., -Is
helpful when students have difficulty

2 Sonic items are better classified as presage cruena,
e.g "Ilas a sense of humor."

4

There arc not many items that ask a student dilectly
what effect the professor has 11:1(1 on him/her
( product teria ), -1Ias given me new
appreciation."

4. Regardfess of the items, they invariably require the
. student to make inferences.iathei than observations,

e.g "Is well organized."

Falic) (1970) points out that student tating scales are
pobabl) the most objective and reliable of all procedures
employed for assessing teaching performance. lie also presents
an excellent critique of the weaknesses of such scales.

It is difficult to provide counsel as to how student rating
scales Aught best be used, and validity depends on jse. Student
rating scales are probably most useful when used to meet the
neLds of studems, Vial is, with their emphasis upon nails and
piii_esseL, they shutd4 provide information that a student

1')

could use to selc4piotessois when iionilonted is ith multiple
sections of Lotuses. hi then present tomi, items. related to
processes conk( be used b) inotessois to identity elements, oi
their tei4clung that eutilti he imposed A tiepin tment
of dean might use the same items as a illealls Of 4,10a:11111014

"ho shot" e training stud s' hat naming the) ale tip
receive

Student rating scales have Minted ()set ulness fol
coin' Muting to other accountability decisions because of the
lack of pc' formance Clandards. Few institutions have
established -absolute standards, even at the nummuin
acceptable levels. Standards based on nonnative et npansons
,do hitt find suffiejeut acceptance by inOst faculties. Such data
also haven't much usefulness in planning remedial pograms.

Student tams calf be given trequentl) and, if machine
processed, ;trek relatively inexpensive. Tins flembiln)
important smce teaching'performance may, itself change os
tittle, and vary front one time to another.

Classroom visitation. According to Ast in and Lee ( 1906 I.
classroom visits are tinployed as a source of data iegarding.
teaching effectiveness by the majority of depat Intents in about
14 percent of the colleges and univeisules. Miller (1972. pp
30.31) quotes Silber as commenng, ''I have heald p1otessuts

argue that thus classroom observation violate~ the khgries)
the profession. I heard a very good response to that by
professor of English at Virginia, who said: 'What a ctwous
concept of dignity that a man should be ashamed to be Laught
itis work.

Classroom isitafions ale usually Jnade by semi), tacuk.)
members of depirtment chairmen. The limitations ale obsions
Visitots observe an even smallei sample of the bell:' tins in
wit ich a teachei must engage than do students, 1 lie)
frequently inlet that other actis toes base °coned prim to
and will occur subse,quent to what they observe in ti:.
classroom. Further. -both observations and inferences are

colored by the unique characteristic and experience of the -
observer.

Gustad (1967) reported a decline lm numbei of

institutions using classioom visitations between 1961 :mid

1966: In view of the.:71nadequat.3 of Hist' tialents used to aoLos
visirlitions, and the absence of citlo Lifiew of standards tw
making judgmedts about instruction.: suLh decline_ was
justified. IlOwevei, the data cited ale not current and may not
reflect present conditions. There is little evidence to suggest
that visitations have been replaced by systematic procedure'
with greater

An extreme example of peel judgment is described b)
Ashby (1973) lie points out that in British Lolleges all taunt)



menthe's. however distinguished:, ale expected to t cad,. Ih is is
motivated by early tenure, uniform salary settles fa all
universities. and small student-faculty ratios. Ni ist important
to note, however, is that quality is maintained by hay mg

external ox,unniers from other universities see that the
liandaidS tUi_ aVVaiding, degrees ,ire about the same at othei
universities as at :heir own. \sidle thlb is obsIOUSht" ai

Lontrovermal procedure. its acc,pt unlikely in the
United States

t

Other methods of assessment. An obvious means by which
a faculty member can report his teaching activities to others is
to provide them with self:selected evidence. Its credibility is

increased if the nature tif what is to be iepoited is announced
before data collection. and if the pi ocedutes lot obtaining and
analyzing, the data Are documented. Although the most

equently used sources of information in evaluating teaching
cifc liveness ate chairmen, 85.1 pet cent of the institutions
repot and deans, 82.3 per cent (Astin and Lee, 1966), it is
unclear how they obtain the information upon which their
:?pinions are formed. Asti!). and Lee indicate that while the
judgment of a chairman or dean, confirmed-by opinions of
colleagues, was the most conmum means of evaluating an
individual's reaching competency. first hand information
played only a small 'pal t m forming these judgments or
ivinions I LIdebrand 1971,) suggests that whatever ratings arc
,aven by a Chairman in dean NI1 Add be open to- challenge by
the instructor.

In fact, most judgments of pecis are not based on personal
observations, They need not he if appiopnate provisions are
made with the plot essin tot . systematically obtaining
Student ratings, sdres on pet founance tests. and artifacts
related to the course can he provided by the individual
professoi The indoddual should be candid about which data
provided is part of a self-repo'rt and which were obtained by
others and ate merely being transmitted.

Providing information about tea:lung pet lotinantc is

appaiently seen by many as an obligation of tit aching faculty.
Such info nation may be used in ways that are inimical to the
welfare of individuals. 'departments, and even institutions. in
older to increase confidence that information will be used
beneficially, Gage (197(yb) has suggested Mtn it be subject to
some eons( tam is

f. Disclosu e must be candid. Piole;sors' human
capacities for copcealment, selective bias. distoi non
anvi: expediency will he 1i:fleeted in the data. A
professor's professional ini.e,grity should suggest the
net.esyty tor describing as completely AS poss:blc the
piocedlue> employed in obtainin'g tic iformation
reported. I f'wation is developed by a chairman
tit committee. the .individual undo consideration

should have opportunity to i sicw tliuse data
respond to them.

Confidentiality is essential. It supply ing intotmatton
is to elICOU:aud,Inth%iduals must be assured that the
information will_ be used as prescribed by petsons
whose identity has beVit revealed. That is. it should be
understood who isAo receive what information Ind
how that information is to lie used

3, The information disclosed should be as sLien ink. as
possible, It should create confidence its use'.
Obse ry ations and inferences should be clearly

distinguished. Inferences should be stipported bit

observational data. Opinion'is and judgments should be
clearly, identified. When: feasible. measurement

should be employ ed Sampling of behaviors related tp
teaching performance shoukl be as carefully draw n as
possible si as to cover the variety of tasks related to
t a-c h n-g. Standards lot judgments, should be

described.

- Making Adaptive Responses

'llind 19i1) suggests that the ability to manage the
evaluation- reward process'is the key to initt'attug change. One
reason for suggesting that accountability can be best

understood if perceived as a set of nansactions'is because its
componentssaie so interdependent. For example.

I. Intentions must be clarified in older to know- what
information will be needed.

2. Intentions aic dependent upon information about
what adaptations are to be made

3, KnowciAt what adaptations to make depends On
information about what is happening and w.hat was
intended to happen.

4. 'I I the in formaition obtained doesn't lows on
intentions. adaptations may be inappropriate.

If the information obtained and distributed isn't used
in mak un.t adaptations, the motivation to StIppl,
infol [nation will soon disappear.

Tollett (I470) spa ulates that "...tf Inghei education has
great impact upon society in any way. then society the public
sector. should want to know what that ,npat_t is and evaluate.
modify, or reinforce. as the situation may, legune. that
impact" (p. 62).

.
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Information that can help institutions improve planning
and management may also meet information needs of
legislators. The,consequenLes of such disclo'sure may ,Ausethe
legislature to influence institutional variables related to
instruction, e.g., facilities, number of personnel. It may be,
however, that the capacity of legislatures for adaptive decision
making is limited. If the institutions of higher education
within :it state are unable to explain their impacts, legislatures
ale testrictecl., largely by public *opinion oppoSing increased

`taxes, in increasing financial support. In the fate of financial
exigencies, the 'response of a legislathre is liable to be p\untive.
For example, it. a particular institution.. placed emphasi upon_
quality teaching. student costs might increase to a.poinc where
a legislative Jducation committee would place the school
under an enrollment limit, hold their budget constant, or
employ some other means of managing costs.-

The commitment for making adaptations is difficult to
release.- To quote Hind (1971, p. 286), "Th6- evidence from
our study. wherein the faculty in its expression of latent
desires. and the administration to its policy statements, call for
increased emphasis on teaching while, the status qu'h remains,
suggests that nothing will happen until some impetus is
applied." It is difficult to ascertain just why- this is' true.
Mayhew's (1972) term "syndicalism" may be appropriately
descriptive. Theauthor interprets this to encompass both the
natural unresponsivgness due to the structure of the
established institutions and the banding together of those with
toLused and unfocused-concerns that support maintaining
accountability as it is. Many professors apparently still

J 7 perceive the university as a colloquium (Pfinister, 1970). Some
pursue a philosophy that the university should not pursue any'
activity_incompatible with decentralized decision making. This
suggests that press for adapting in ways to improve, instruction
must come prom the administration of the college. If an
institution of higher education is going to improve
accountability, so that adaptive decisions can be made, there
will need to exist or be created:

I. An atmosphere where high status is perceived as
based on expertise (Hefferlin, 1969).

2. A rather permanent, centralized source of initiative
for chang, centering in a stron,g, and dominating,
president (J-iefferlin, 1969, and Mayhew, 1972).

The evidence seems to support the opinion that, if any
changes in either external or internal accountabilitykare to,
'occur, there must , be powerful persons from within the

, institution who are committed to change. Comthitment is not
a sufficient cond.tion, nor is change a sufficient objective. The
direction of change should be toward improving accountability

This is a reasonably accurate description of what is reported to have
occurred at Evergreen State"Ccillege and Eastern Illinois State University.

&.1

1

so that the intentions of an agent or agency ale butter
understooAby -those involved, so that valid provisions for
accounting are systematized. and so that either the adaptations
-are logically related to the evidei -e pr A&140, or conditions are
esub,lished so that the' of n-tunity for appropriate
consequelies is available.

9

Commitment must be supported by "know how:" Neither
external nor internal accountability can be changed w 'thou!
commitment from top level executives and w ithout personnel
available who have both skills and desire to improve
accountability (Dalnike. n al.. 1971). It may be necessary to
'follow the advice "of Roueche. et al. `(1971) and appoint in
each college a "vice-president in charge of heresy" whose

primary expertise is in instructional improvement and whose
obligation is to stimulate improved instructional
accountability Dile (1971) recommends establishing a center
charged with promoting effeLtivo teaching. Entliovan (1970)
suggests a "systems analysis office" (p. 58). The mere
designation of such a center is sufficient to make such an
agency suspect in the eyes of many prdlessors and
consecuendy to'weaken its influence.

Hind (1971) indicates that. In organizations with highly
professional workers, the 'normal pattern of
superior subordinate authority relations tend to break down.
He thinks that in colleges' and universities the authority tends
to be on a horizontal relationship. This fits the conception
that, in relation to their work, professors reject thevoRanous of
those who, :Tie not their peers. Particlarly they resent'
interference by students and administrators

The horizontal rather than vernal authority ielationship
has interesting implications in terms of accountability Peels
become the ones who are seen as "influential evaluators" ( p.
268) and who govern all phases or components of
accountability. That is-those wl)c) are, influential in the
evaluation process who are, in effect. the authority structure
(Hind; 1971). Issentially this could mean that the tasks of
improving accountability should be supplified. They haven't
been. Though professors try to maintain the audio' ity to
establish criteria (expectations)-and evaluate the performance
of each other in relation to them, they have steadfastly refused
to assurhe (hose responsibilities in "regard to teaching. As
Wilson, et al. (l973), have demonstrated, professors associate
:'being a good teacher" with:

is Research Activity and Recognition t
Is well known and highly regarded for his scholarly
activity, publications, and research. Confers' with
colleagues about research and keeps abreast of recent
development& in his field.

k.,

Participation in the Academic Community



Attends and participates in campus lectures. social
functions. and student-oriented activities. Maintains a
congenial relationship with colleagues!

3. Intellectual Breadth
/

Ilas broad knowledge both within and bey Lind his
field. Is sought out by students and Lioileagues for
information and aiyademie advice.

4. Relations with Students 1:

Maintains an informal and congenial relationship with
s t ti de nts beyond the classroom.' Is consistently
available to students for consultation about personal
and academic concerns.

S. Concern for reaching
Expresses concern for teaching and consults with
colleagues about issues related to teaching, (pp.
33-34)

Only Research Activity and Recognition was significantly
related to the academic rank and discipline of teachers
nominated as effective. While Hind (1971) reports that 56 per
cent of the professors questioned (all from Stanford University
in the School of Humanities and,,Sciences) thought teaching
was either slightly or not at all influential in determining
university rewards, only 9 per ..ent thought. the same about
research. Fifty-one per cent thought teaching and 67 per cent
thought research shouldpe-either extremely or very influential
in determining university rewards.

Note that while:according to Hind, iths the faculty as a
body who I irgely control the rewards system, its usually the
department chairman as an indohdual who has to defend the

.iilstitution against the completely incompetent teacheF. The
chairman may have to defend his actions against others art the
staff who, for a variety of reasons, would choose iLi.think.

there was insufficient evidence that students were suffering
from instructional. mcompetence,and that, even if they were,
that ..ondition was to be preferred to crushing the,professor by
adverse consequences.

25

It is hard to know lust lows generalizeable are Hind's data.
But it would seem rather general knowledge that, at least in
the larger universities attepded by a large proportion of
undergraduate students, teaching performance is not rewarded
by the governance processes of the institution. Whatever
concerns have been expressed about elevating instruction to a
position of importance in the reward system, institutions have
not avoided assessments of teaching performance that are
largely unsystematic and inequitable. =

It is unrealistic to assume that teaching will improve in ,a
context where it is largely ignored in determining
consequences for teachers. While it would stretch the point to
say good teaching actually results in punishment in most
colleges. to have it go unreinforced is perhaps even more
probable to result in its deterioration. Learning theory would
suggest that withholding reinforcement as one of the most
powerful means of extinguishing a response.

It does seem reasonable that an institutional governance
structure should encourage good teaching by making whatever
chaliges necessary. The evidence collected during this study
offered very little indication that what was%being proclaimed
as the primary purpose for assessing teaching performance,
that is, to improve instruction, was in fact encouraged as a
consequence, of evaluation. That is, professors have not been
obligated for either quality of their instruction, or for
improving their instruction.

It sh dul drbe recognized that none of the other
transactions in accountability are 'useful unless the

opportunitky is present within- the contractual relationship for
alternative responses differentiated on the basis of the
accounting provided. This obvious assumption sometimes g9es
unrecognized. When available resources are to be distributed
on the basis of head counts rather than assessment of
performance, the motivation to improve instruction has been
weakened. ;Financial and political exigencies may have so
seriously reduced the capacity for alternative responses that t.
the`main purpose for accountability has been weakened in the
very face of increased pressure for improving it.



t, CHAPTER III

IMPROVING INSTRUCTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

In the absence of empirical tests, and with the prevailing
uncertainty as to what accountability is, recommendations
related to accountability seem relatively 'presumptuOus.
Nevertheless, on the basis of this review of information related
to instructional accountability and personal-professional
judgments, some approaches to improving accountability will
be piesented.

Administrators sensing dissatisfaction with instruction in
their college or university should examine aspects of
accountability in relation to the three cDaracterivics of a
contractual relationship suggested in this report as Critical to
improvement: (I) expectations. (2) accounting, (3)
adaptations. Such an investigation should be oriented toward
identifying possible barriers, for whatever it is that is inhibiting
instruction may lie in accountability that is dysfunctional. In
addition to the barriers discussed- in this paper, particUlai
attention should be given -to the article by Lopez (1970).
Whoever is interested in examining accountability.in a specific
institution should consider the following:

1. A plan should be developed fOr investigating the
current status of instructional accountability, for
determining transactions now function to
determine Whiit.'-is expectedAWhat is accounted for,
and why and how, and what alternative responses are
passible. This''s planning- should- probably be
undertaken by a relatiVely small task force composed
of an academic' administrator of high rank who will
act as the catalyst, a resource person in educational
evaluation, and undergraduate teaching faculty
members with some representation distributed among
depattrrientedfid rank.

2. The task force should familiarize itself with the
literature on accountability There are guidelines for
almost every dimension of accountability, but only
people within a .0-irticular context can develop an
operationaj'model for a specific institution.

3. The entire fdculty should be kt informed of the
decisions made by and the actions to be implemented
by this - task force. Remember the emphasis is upon

proving instruction. Accountabffify is a means
more than an end. if other means present themselves,
they may be more viable for obtaining the ends
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desired. All those to be affected must have some
sense that they are . participating in planning and
imglementation.

4. The necessary resources must he mustered. Without
resources no improvements can be expected. Viable
accountability will require, instrument building. data
collect ion. processing, information distribution.
follow-up, and monitoring. if the primary purpose of
accountability is to be improvement of_instruction,
then resources to. improve instruction must be

available. ii.irthermore, discretionary funds that can
be used to supportfaccountability and instructional
imprbvement must be available. The idea of a system
planning group, instructional development facility,
institutional research office, or a similar organization
or center must be seriously considered.. Tilts "RDDE
center" should have a staff trained to perform
research, development, dissemination, anti evaluation
operations in higher education. Collectively tnis staff
should be a resource for -ekternal and internal
accountability requirements. The task force may at
some point in time become the advisory committee
for this,center.

5. Some tasks can be anticipated and should be prepared
for:

a. The college; each department, and every program
will need to develop or select a set of objectives.
These may be -quite broad. They should be
prioritized.

b. An analysis of obje,-: and outputs of the
institution, the depart . the programs, and
each member of the staff, including the RDDE
staff, will be necessary.

c. Each ob ctive is going to have to have some
indicators (proxies) suggested, and each output
will require that some standards be developed for
judging the extent it is being achieved. Proxies
should' be weighted.

d. The instructional accounting system of the
institution will need to be analyzed.
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The above activities should 'result in circulation
of some statements of what can be expected in
terms of instructional responsibilities The task
force or committee may have to persuade
professors that they have an obligation to
provide information about either/both their own
performance or that of their students. It may he
possible to leave what is provided to the
discretion of the individual professor,. or to the
discretion of each department.

Agreements inust be reached about what
information is to be collected, how it is to he
collected. who is expected to collect it. and who
is to receive the information.

Agr ,lemenls must be reached as to how
information is to be used, that is, the limits of
adaptive responses must be defined, the decisions

,for which information he used should be
delineated.

,

h. Deti:,ion iules for responding to unan4icipated
requests for information should be stipulated.
For example, requests that could result in

infringement on institutional autollomy or

academic freedom might be denied. If there are
frequent crisis responses to requests for
information,. then the initiative for
accountability lies in the wrong place. If the data
could not be acted upon, then to spend money
obtauing diem may be a wa' c of resources. If
information is being collected (11111 the institution
cannot afford to have disclosed, then 'those
responsible for data management are in the
position of losing control, If past experiences
have suggested that data are usually used in ways
that are Inimical to the people or the institution,
then assurance must be given that such results
will not he repeated.

Sonie Of these tasks cot ti, and probably should. be
do legated to departs tents. For example, each
department may decidt how information is to be
collected and disseminated, The resources,,of the
RDDE center should be available to departments. The
task rot cc. or advisory committee. can develop
standaids for judging whether the information and
procedures used by each department are satisfactory,

6. Provision should be made to reward. individuals or
groups. e.g., departments. of the institution who
engage in activities thau.an be judged to improve
accountability and instruction, Providing financial'

. ,
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rewards an also cieate the need ie-allocating
resources and create conditions,of anm tety.and dis ust.
Other rewards, e.g.. recognition. should be employ ed..,

7., Provision should 'be made to provide released time
and the resources of the institutioVal RDDE center
and its personnel to individuals or agencies,who
Oplay the greatcFdesire and have the most concrete
plans for improving instruction.

Someone onlhe college staff, probably the equivalent
of a dean 'of instruction, working in conjunctn,m-with
department chairmen, should assume responstbdity
for seeing that every professor who identifies a
deficiency in his instruction has the opportunity to
engage in appropriate training. Any professor who
reqttests help in alleviating a skill deficiency should be
provided appropriate .aid. This same officer of the
college should maintain a continuous_ inservici,
training program basetkon identified needs.

9. Professors consistently reported to be "popr"
teachers. should be kept inforined by the designated
officer of the college :cited in No.'8 above, or by the
department chairman, or y a personnel committee
of the department, of the nature of these reports.
This is hearsay evidence and should not otherwise be
acted upon if the professor and the above persons can
develop a program to ascertain if the reports are
realistic, if the antecedent conditions leading to
negative reports can be clarified, and it steps are
taken to alleviate deficiencies identified in either V'
powledge or skills. Professors consistently ieported
to be deficient in teaehjng who resist assessment.
reftise to provide information about instruction.
refuse aid, or demonstrate inability to profit from it,
should not benefit from the reward system of the
institution unless some other aspect of:their work is
so outstanding (hitt piestige is accrued by the
institution. Even then. oinstructional obligations
should perhaps be limited.

Lopez (1970) makes it clear that accountability .cannot be`
changed when administra plocedui es, organizational
naditions. staff acceptance, and methods of nuplcmentation
are not attuned to its purposes. It is difficult to modify ..any
transaction Mullin] an institution that does not have a

,
tratution for promoting change. So before attempting to
modify accountability within any college of university.
consideration should be giv . what is known about each of
the principal transactions that characterize accountability .
Those aspects of the college that are impinging upon the
contractual relationship in which accountability opciates must
also he carefully examined.
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